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Poulton Siel
decides
to stay
By Laura Flynn ·
University System Chancellor
Bruce R. Poulton has withdrawn
as a candidate for the presidency of
Colorado State University in Fort
Collins.
Poulton, 50, announced his
decision Saturday at the
University Board of Trustees
, meeting, but the announcement
was not made public until
Tuesday.
Poulton cited the difficulties
New Hampshire has. had with
revenues, S!3-lary and wage
adjustments; the approaching
session of the State legislature;
budget revisions, and the new
administrations of President
Evelyn Handler and President
Barbara Seelye at Keene State
College as his reasons for
withdrawing as a CSU candidate. ·
"I just couldn't see living with
myself in the future if I turned
around and went out on a situation
here which will require the best
efforts of everyone here in the next
six moriths to a year," Poulton
said.
Poulton, who has been head of
the University System and its $133
million a year budget since 1975,
was one of five finalists for the
CSU position.
The position would have paid
$61,000, about $11,000 more than
his position as Chancellor, and
would have offered the same
benefits he receives here, including
a housing allowance and a car:
"When I considered everytning,
I thought the opportunity should
take a second seat for a while,"
Poulton said. "The state and
governor, and the University have
been great to Bruce Poulton and
his fc1,mily_in the past."
POULTON page 6

Correction:The printers incorrectly identified Republican Senate
. Candidate Anthony McManus
(above) as Democrat Leo Lessard
in last Friday's issue.
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- awaiting retrial

out on hail

By Laura Meade
Convicted murderer Barney Siel
was released from New Hampshire
State Prison in Concord on
Wednesday, pending a retrial of
his case.
Hillsborough County Superior
Court Judge Frederick Goode
---ordered the former UNH freshman ·
released from prison in a court
order overturning Siel's June trial
at Strafford County Superior
Court in Dover, ruled that his
instructions to the jury were
inadequate.
The 19-year-old Pittsfield native
was remanded to the custody of the
sheriff ·on $1 OQ,000 bail, after
Goode set aside the guilty verdicts
·on charges of first degree murder
and attempted armed robbery in
the death of Joseph Woodside last
November.
Clerk. of Strafford County
Superior Court Richard Keefe said
Siel's parents posted the bail in
$3,000 cash and . $97 ,000 in
property. Siel left the Concord
prison early Wednesday
afternoon.
A new trial has been set for

·

December 8 at the Dover court,
Keefe said. Goode will not preside
over the retrial.
Goode "issued his ruling
·Wednesday, based on a September
17 State Supreme Court decision
in another case over which he
p r·e sided . The- high court
overturned the ruling in ~ the
attempted murder charge of Jean
Aubert of Rochester, deeming that
Goode's instructions to the jury
were prejudicial to the defendent.
Following this ruling, John
Boeckeler, one of Siel's lawyers,
filed a similar appeal for his client.
Goode 's remarks to the jury in
Siel 's trial were reportedly
identical to the Aubert remarks.
The high court sent Boeckeler's
motion back to Goode on October
8, ordering him to decide whether
the convictions should . stand,
despite .his comments to the jury.
Siel was found guilty after an
eight day trial. He has been in
Concord since his convictions on
June 25, serving a mandatory life
sentence with no chance of parole.
Boeckeler had filed an appeal
SIEL, page 14
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Convicted murderer Barney Siel stands outside Stoke Hall, his
former dorm. 5Chris Hart photo)

Motels unrepaired
until lJNH pays ·hill
By Debbie Atkins
UNH students have been livmg
in unrepaired rooms in three
Atlantic motels in Hampton Beach
because of a dispute between the
UNH office of Residential Life and
Kathleen Battcock, owner of the
motels.
Battcock submitted a bill
totalling $26,235.75 to Residential
Life for damages done to the
motels by students residing there in
the academic year 1979-1980. She
will not allow her maintenance
men to work on necessary repairs ·
on the buildings until the bill is ·
paid.
Anthony Zizos, assistant
director of Residential Life said,
"We have received a list ofalleged
damages and the respective price
. of each . UNH is presently
· negotiating these items concerning ·
the occurrence and magnitude of
the expense they include."
Many rooms, occupied by UNH
students, are in need of repair.
Broken televsion sets, nonworking stoves and torn window
screens are some of the :residents
typical complaints .
Joe Dulude, a stuident in
building number 3, has a damaged
stove. "I have to use my neighbor's
stove a lot, it's an inconvenience,
but there's nothing I can do. I've
been eating a lot of cold cuts,"
Dulude said .
Laura Shumans and: Carla
Peluso, also residents .at the
motels, have no lamp shades on
their lights. The bulbs hang from
the ceiling on a chain.
"These lights are impossible to
study by, I usually have to go on
campus to study, they are so
.
distracting," Peluso said.
St e-ve Baum, manager . of
building number 3 said." As far ~s

maintenance is concerned, if a
problem does come up, our usual
procedure is to fill out a
maintenance request form and
submit to Battcock."
In an interview. Battcock said,
"We will liti_gate_, and thjs impasse
will remain."
In the meantime, Residential
Life must provide necessary safety
items. For example, until a week
ago there were no outside lights at
MOTELS page 7
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Hall director and
R.A. were fired
By Chris Wuensch
Gibbs Hall · Director, Shana
Myers, was fired Friday for not
stopping a group of students from
smoking marijuana.
The incident took place in a
room in McGlaughlin Hall on
Friday, October 10 and Myers did
not report it until the following
Monday.
Myers was present in a room in
McGlaughlin where students
began smoking marijuana. She did
nothing to stop the incident and
prevented someone else from
stopping it. Because she was not in
her own dorm Myers was not sure
of her duties. She did not smoke ·
any marijuana herself.
An RA from McG~aughlin was
also fired for being present in the
room and doing nothing to prevent

·the students from smoking.
Carol Bischoff, Director of
Residential Life, and Scott
Chesney, Assistant Director of
Staff Programs refused to
comment on the subject. "As a
department we prefer not to
discuss it with the public," said
Bischoff. Area II Coordinator,
Steven Kirsch was unavailable for
comment.
Myers is at Oswego State in New
York for the .weekend, but has
moved out of Gibbs and will move
into an apartm·ent in Madbury on
, Monday.
Petitions · were distributed by
Gibbs residents during three hours
last Thursday night, to have the
decision reversed. They were
uneffective. "It didn't mean a
FIRED page 16

SATURDAY NIGHT GAR BAGE (Barbie Walsh photo)
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Professors complail)
about library files

Library
hooksale
a success.
By Einar Sunde
The Diniond Library made
nearly $900 on this fall's booksale,
said Jaedish C. Kanoor.
monograph librarian and
org_anizer of tlie -event.
·
The booksale is a biannual Student thumbs through selections
occurrance, at which both new and
photo)
used books are sold for a three day
period in the fall, and again in the
had grossed $862. The ·booksale
_
spring.
All books sold are donated free .ran from Tuesday, Oct. 21 10
to the library bv Facultv, Alumni. --Thursday Oct. 23. _
Books were priced roughly from
,S tudents, Private, COJ1!panies and
~ther organizations, according to $2 to $8, with "Bargain Table"
books going for as little as 10¢.
Kapoor.
Kapoor said that· the sale was They were sold for full price
going "quite well," pointing out Tuesday, but on Wednesday were
that by noon on Thursday, the sale sold fer one half p~ice and by

at the booksale. (Jackie Horn

Thursday the cost dropped to one
quarter price in an effort to sell all
of the books.
Greg _ O'Connell, a library
assistant, and student helped with
the sale, which was held in the
Browse room of the library. ·
The Library Booksale has been
;helQ_ twice yearly since 19-7~. - -~ _

Kenyon lectures

Arou.nd the world on two wheels
By Nancy Hobbs
Bicyclist Paul Kenyon quit his
job in May, 1977, boarded a plane·
bound for Iceland with his
passport and 42 pounds of gear,
and from Iceland flew to
Luxembourg to begin a two and a
half year bicycle ride around the
world.
"17,000 miles touring solo
around the world was a trip which
built upon itself and made me a
stronger person," Kenyon said.
The fair-haired, 31-year old
shared slides and experiences of his
solo trek with a group of about 50
UNH students in the MUB
cafeteria Tuesday night.
The presentation was sponsored
by the New Hampshire Outing
Club.
The Connecticut native wearing
iight corduroy chinos, a blue
chamois shirt; worn sneakers and a
warm smile described himself as
'shy, quiet and not very out going.'
"I left the airport with no preset
bonds and was on my way,"
Kenyon said.
A Peugot U08 purchased in
1973 was Kenyon's means of
transportation. He outfitted the
bike with a strong derailleur,
Brooks pro seat, a Butler carrier
rack, and a spoke system durable
enough to withstand the tough
roads he was to encounter.

His sole companion was a
"The trip was very safe for the
plastic Snoopy figure posit_ioned most part," Kenyon remembered.
on the handlebars of the bicycle.
The only serious injury Kenyon
(The beagle still travels with had was a broken collar from a
bicycle spill in Australia. He didn't
Kenyon.) The 42 pounds of gear included realize he had broken the bone
a tool kit with a simple adjustable until he was back in the U.S.
wrench, pliers, patch-kit (used the
At the time, Kenyon was
·m{)st often), rags, screwdrivers, a working as a freelance gardener to
crank tool, four season touring earn some money. "People told me
gear, Top Siders, one nice pair of not to complain, that there was
pants and shirt, a sleeping bag, probably nothing wrong. It hurt
Sierra designed tent, maps, and for a week or so but I just went on,"
Kenyon said.
literature.
-Kenyon learned to sew with a
Most of the health hazards are
Frostline kit and made some of his found · in Asia according to
own materials. He has since Kenyon. "It is important to learn
designed a back pack for his future about the water and the ill effects
of bacteria," he said.
travels.
Kenyon was prepared to bike
To offset water inpurification,
60-80 miles a day, "I'm not an Kenyon carried iodine and water
Olympi~ cyclist and I felt this was a purification tablets. "You find
pace I could sustain over the what you can and cann;~ eat. Tea
weeks. Of course, this is on paved was okay because the ·water was
surfaces, gravel cuts the mileage in boiled. Salads were out," Kenyon
half," Kenyon noted.
said.
Kenyon set a budget for the trip
"You learn through practice and
at $2.50 a day. "I was out for all I persistence. Don't become lax," he
could get," he said.
_ stressed .
Kenyon spent a month hiking
The whole trip cost $5,000
through the Hjmalayas in Nepal.
according to Kenyon.
While touring Kenyon saw the Here he contracted a mild case of a
world as a ball. "I realized that it common parasite.
was shorter to keep going instead
On the journey, Kenyon camped
of turning back." His motivating out in. his tent, in youth hostiles or
force was that 'something was up
KENYON, page 15
ahead.'

the decisions according · to
By J.ean Caldwell
One day last June a UNH respective areas of expertise.
philosophy professor climbed into Journals are not offered to other
the dumpster behind UNH's institutions, though the library
Dimond Library to rescue six 1977 holds a used-book sale twice a
year.
issues of a journal called "Iranian
Studies."
Members of the library staff say
"The library staff denied they discarded journals are replaced by
were missing and tho.ught the microfilm, but many, such as those
journals had been sent to the of immediate interest to Middlebinder," he said. (The professor East scholars, are not in the
preferred to remain anonymous.)
microfilm collection.
A card on the periodicals shelf in
Copies of the' American Journal
the library read:" 'Iranian Studies' of Arabic Studies'are also missing.
has been discarded.'' The card is John Voil, professor of history and
now gone, and the journal has not Middle-East studies, said "I've had
been added to the microfilm the direct experience where the
collection.
library has thrown out a journal I
Many professors claim that the recommend and use for classes and
system for filing jouirnals is not I originally ordered--without
reliable. Both the history and contacting me.
political science departments have
"Last fall I wanted to put a back
.,- officially registered "genuine issue of 'Arabic Studies' on reserve
indignation" with the library, for my classes, and I couldn't find
according to Charles Clark, it. Someone found a note saying
professor of history.
that it had been thrown away
There is no one person in charge . because it had ceased publication.
of nominating journals and books
"I thouth we still had 'Iranian
to be discarded. According to Studies'," Voll continued. "It is a
Hugh Pritchard, reference
_librarian, the serials staff divides LIBRARY page 8

.

·university. pays for
Hetzel leak damages
By Ned Finkel
Residential :jfe took action to
help the six students in Hetzel Hall
whose property was damaged last
week when a heating pipe burst.
"They painted one wall and the
ceiling after cleaning the room."
said Andrea McDaniel, a resident
of room 123 in Hetzel. "We
claimed about $800 worth of
damage but we haven't seen any
money from Residential_ Life so
far.'.'
·
Carol 'Bischoff, Director of
Residential Life said that they are
waiting for the claims from Ted
Griswold and John St. Germain in
room 219. As soon as they receive
these claims they can compensate
the students for the water damage,
.Bischoff said.
, · ___
Griswold said th~y will have
their claims to Residential Life by
the end of this week.
• Andrea McDaniel and Ellen
Franconi in room 123 sustained
the most damage. Their $800 claim
includes some stereo equipment,
records, and their rug. Residential
Life said they will pay for the
cleaning of their rug according to

News Briefs
Disorderly conduct
Daniel Eigh~e}'.', 20, of D~ver, was charged with disorderly
conduct and res1stmg arrest Fnday by Durham Police.
Eye witnesses claim that Eighmey was involved in a fight in front
of the Franklin Ballroom.
According to the witnesses Eighmey resisted intervention by
Durham police offi~ers and was subsequently arrested, then booked
on t_he charge_s of disor_derly conduct and resisting arrest.
Eighmey will be arraigned at Durham Dist,ict Court on October
28. He· is free on personal recoginence.
-

Cause determined
rhe Strafford County medical referee determined that accidental
carbon monoxide ooisoning was the cause of death to Rebecca
Laroche, 16-year old Durham resident whose body was found in a
car on a rallroad track embankment in Durham Sunday.
Durham police responded to a call 7 a.m. Sunday morning
reporting an abandoned car on the trac_ks between Elm Street in
Newmarket and Bennet Road in Durham.
Medical examiner Dr. Louis Ziegra susoected that a torn exhaust
pipe may have caused the deat~, ·basin_s his ruling on an autopsy
performed Sunday at Frisbie Memorial Hospital in Rochester. ·
Police discovered LaRocfie's body slumped over on ner smem tm:
front seat of the Buick.

Durham Police Chief Paul Qowen said the car had apparently
been driven down a dirt road near Gahan's field, past a swimming
hole and up onto the gravel roadbed.
LaRoche, the daughter of Albert and Effie LaRoche of Wiswall
Road, was a junior at Oyster River High School.
She is survived by her parents, three brothers and a sister. A mass
of Christian burial was held Wednesday, at 10 a.m. at St. Thomas
More Church followed by interment at the Calvary Cemetery "in
Newmarket. ·

Scholarship
Applications are now being taken for the Miriam Jackson
Memorial Scholarship, an award of $450 to a junior, senior, or
second year student in the Thompson School of Applied Science.
The award will be made to a student who demonstrates fina_n-:-__ _
ci~l need and who has an academic com-mittment to ecblogy and
c:uvuu11mema1 siumes. rre1erence w11l be given tne New ttampsmre
residents.
A _faculty committee of the Inter-College Biological Sciences
Organization will screen candidates for the award. Application
forms are available from Dr. Robert A. Croker, Dept. of Zoology,
Rm. 208 Spaulding Life Sciences Building and should be submitted
back to .him by Dec. l.
Jackson was a New Hampshire environmentalist who spoke often
on conservation issues at UNH before she died in an airplane crash
·
in 1973.

McDaniel.
Victor Strawbridge in room 19
claimed $480 worth of damages to
Residential Life. His stereo
speakers, headphones, boots, and
shoes were damaged in the flood
last week, said Strawbridge. _
"They could be a little bit
quicker," said Strawbridge of
Residential Life. He has promises
from - that office about
I compensation but has seen none
yet.
Griswold and . :St. Germain in
room 219 have not filed a claim
yet.
DAMAGE, page 15 .

·worker is
hit by a
balloon By Einar Sunde
James W1lson, worker for
Physical Plant Operations and
Maintenance (PPO&M), was not
injured Wednesday when a waterfilled balloon struck him on the
back and knocked him down.
Wilson, 51, of Northwood was
shoveling gravel behind
Williamson Hall when the water
balloon hit his back and knocked ·
him to the ground. The incident
occurred at 1:13pm. The balloon
was dropped from a ninth-floor
window, according to Ronald
McGowen, chief of Campus
Police.
"We : are investigating the
matter," McGowen said.
Wilson said that he was not
seriously injured by the fall.
"I could still walk," Wi)son said,
"but I could feel it (the fall)."
Claude Patterson, Manager of
Grounds and Roads for PPO&M,
who is Wilson's boss expressed
regret about the incident.
"It's a horrible thing when a man
c~n 't work without something like
that happening," Patterson said.
Wilson continued working after
he was hit by the water balloon,
but at Patterson's urging, saw a
doctor at Hood House yesterday.
Patterson explained his reason for
_sending Wilson to the doctor:
"We wanted him to go to Hood
House because there could be future ramifications from this," he
said .
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Studiints express Parking
views of Greeks
By Tim Hilchey
·when someone mentions the
word fraternity or sorority what is
the first image that comes to mind?
"Most people th ink of them
(frat members) as beer drinking,
obnoxious bums," . said Barbie
Walsh, an English major and non.
Greek at UNH.
"That's a stereotype caused by a
minority and yet it speaks louder
than their positive aspects do."
"I think of good times in a
fraternity but when I think of
sororities I think of snotty people,"
said Debbie Todd, a Business
major at the Whittemore School.
"I know that's a stereotype but I
guess I don't know enough about
them." People involved in ;the
fraternity-sorority system are
known as Greeks.
But what is a Greek and how ,
does being-a Greek make a person Steve Krammer, Greek Council
,different?
- President (Barbie Walsh photo)
"If you've never been a Greek," to the activities which go on during
said Greek Council President 'Hell Week'.
People who wish to join
Steve Krammer, "it's hard to
understand. It's like coming home fraternities or sorrorities are
to a lot of people- a large family." known as pledges, Krammer said.
Krammer is a Bio-Chemistry
Pledges are asked to do several
Engineering major as well as being outrageous things during Hell
involved with Greek affairs.
Week and it is during this period
Krammer said that many non- that Greeks get there greatest
Greeks think lhe fraternity system negative exposure.
is a bit absurd but · attributed
peoples' perception of the Greeks
FRAT page 16

Comnn•ttee revi•ews
frater.n1•ty·. sy·stem
By Tim Hilchey
The Student Senate has created
an Ad Hoc Committee on Greek
Affairs to review and offer
suggestions for reforming and
revitalizing the Fraternity system
at UNH.
Student Body President Robert
Coates set up, the committee
because he felt the need to
reconstruct a positive image for the
frat system which has come under
fire in recent years.
Coates also fe~ls there is a
t'remendous untapped community
resource hidden in UNH's
fraternities and sororities.
The committee will attempt to
diagnose some of the weaknesses
of The Fraternity Council and will
work to obtain a full time
councelor for Greek student
affairs.
Coates said that 10 to 15 percent
of the UNH population is actively
involved in the fraternity system.

Coates is himself a member of a
fraternity.
coates said that William Kedder
d
b
'bl f
d · ·
use to but
e responsi
e ornot
a v1S1ng
Greeks
Kidder had
been
replaced when he moved into his
new position as Associate dean of
Student Affairs.
There is money for a counsel~r
for the Greek system which was
allocated last year, Coates said.
At present, the fraternity
system. comes under the heading of
a student a~tivity and is
represented by the Office of
·student Activities.
For a body of between 1,0001,700 students to be represented by
an office responsible for general
student activities seems an
oversite Coates said.
The committee hopes to serve as.
catalyst for the Fraternity Council
and is only a temporary measure of
the senate Coates said.
AD _HOC, page eight
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still a probl~m

By Maria Horn :
!ickets they don't need to, (because traffic committee, answers their there are spaces available)" saul questions.
Commuter student Debi Knoff
"The _goal of the parking and
Supervisor of Traffic Jack lrying ·
said she drove into campus last
of University Public Safety . traffic committee is to eliminate
week for her 10 a. m. class and first
went to C-lot across from the
Division. ·
excess amounts of moving traffic
- "Lot D-1 by the Alumni Center in the inner areas of campus," he
MUB. Not finding a space there
is never full, always empty, five to said.
she went to B-lot next to WSBE.
six cars at the most. It's a darn
"A safety factor is used in
She finally had to go to A-lot
shame. There are always spaces in assigning parking spaces, hot a
across from the field house.
· "I was pissed. We could have
convenience factor. Staff and
Lot-A, too," he said.
Commuter Student Maggie faculty, for the most part; come
driven to Portsmouth and back on
the gas we wasted," Knoff said.
Morri·son •told of another into campus at 8 a.m.,and leave at
"We were late for our class.
frustrating experience which 4 p.m., when there are less .
Students should be able to park by
happened at night.
pedestrians. Our goal is to keep the
··
their major buildings."
"I came into campus around _· campus as free of traffic as po~ible
The parking situation at UNH
10:30 or 11 a.m." she said. "I during the day to avoid accidents."
couldn't park near the MUB so I
has pitted students against faculty
Student senator Greg Borden
and staff for a long time.
had to park down near Snively and last year introduced a proposal to
I had classes until 9:30 at night. the committee to _c hange some of
Students complain about having
That was the week there were two the parking problems on campus.
to park far from campu~ while the
faculty take the prime parking
The committee denied the
rapes on campus and it was scary. I
spaces. Faculty members claim
finally got someone to drive me proposal because it did not meet its
that students take spaces reserved
down there."
goals, according to Student
Sorge says his committee is Senator Christie Houpis,
for them.
.
"The issue is not that there are
_trying to start an escort service on _ chairperson for the financial
not enough spaces," says Babcock _ campus for situations like that.
affairs and administration council.
Students' reaction to this
"Now that we understand where
Hall Director Jerry Sorge, parking
and traffic committee member,
problem has been to ask why they the committee is coming from, we
"but that everyone wants to park
have to _park far away from the are going_ to adjust some of the
where their buildings are."
main campus. Chris Robarge, ·
IC
14
Chairperson of the parking an~ TRAF_! ' page
"People 2ut there are getting

Survey on CARP

Senate questions students
By Joel -Brown ·
. about student attitudes toward encouraging them to drop out of
How much do you know about CARP after Senators received school.
CARP? The Student Senate wants numerous inquiries from students
·The Student Senafe .. survey
to find out.
about CARP's presence on begins with a. note detaih!1g ~he
Senate representatives have campus. _
process by which an orgamzatlon
been distributing a questionnaire
Findings of the four-page survey becomes an official campus
in classes this week in an effort to will probably be presented to the organization; there i~ also ~ page
find out just how much students Student Organizations Committee asking students to hst their age,
know about the Collegiate next week, Blume said last night.
sex, and campus affiliations.
Association for the Research of
"We decided this was the best
The third section of the survey
Principles (CARP).
way to find out, in a non-partisan begins by asking the student to
The controver~ial Association, way, what students -think of agree or disagree with the
·affiliated with Rev. Sun Myung · CARP," Blume said, "and to find statement "I would say that I am
Moon's Unification Church, has out whether students know what knowledgeable about CARP".
achieved tentative status as a CARP entails."
Following are 17 questions
student organization at UNH,
CARP h_a s maintained a
asking students to agree or
pending investigation by tl}e presence in Durham for several disagree with statements about the
Student Organization committee.
years. When last officially aims, methods, and characte~ of
According to Steve Blume, re-cog n i zed · as a student CARP. Some of these ques!ions
Speaker of the Senate, the organization (in 1975) CARP was are quotes from, or the opposite. of
quotes from, CARP's description
Executive Board of the Senate charged with luring students into
1-d.,..
_e_c_id_e_d_to_u_n_d_e_r_ta_k_e_t_he_s_u_r_ve_y_ _
th_e__u_n_i_f_ic_a_t_io_n__c_h_u_r_c_h_a_n_d__
C_A_R_P_p~a_,g.._e_9_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Liquor stores are reviewed
By George Newton
New Hampshire's $133 million
liquor business is supported
primarily by out-of-state
customers according to a survey by
a marketing professor from the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics.
Associate Professor Starr
Schlobohm is still compiling
information fr.om the Columbus ,
Day survey of- 11 state liquor
stores, but he believes most sales
are exports.

The UNH juggler's team meets Wednesday nights in the MUB's Carroll-Belknap Room. From left are Ginger
Brand, Andy Schwartz, John Bajowski and Mark Neisser (Ned Finkel photo).
-

"The store in Portsmouth is'.
heavily influenced by dut-ofstaters heading to Boston or Maine
along the ;main highway arteries,"
Schlobohm said. "The Salem store
is a half-mile from the state
border."
The 11 stores . surveyed
represented 40 percent of .the
state's total liquor sales. Of the 11,
nime are located on main arteries
near the ·state's border. The
remaining stores are located in
large metropolitan centers.
-The store in Portsmouth,
located on the rotary at the
junction of rt. 95 and rt. 1, had the
largest volume of sales overall.
State Liquor Commission
Chairperson Jean Wallin said the
survey was conducted to help with
customer profiles, to enhance
revenue, and to improve
advertising and merchandising
Eight of the 11 liquor stores
'techniques.
involved in the survey had
Schlobohm said the survey was electronic cash register terminals.
important to the _state's economy.
This allowed the questionnaire to
''Instead of flying by the seat of be stamped with the · store's
the pants, the state will know the location, aisle number; tra'nsaction
strengths and weaknesses of 'the number and the date before it was
stores. With results from the handed to the customer. '
survey, they'll be able to do a better
Schlo boti"m thought this
job."
important because it enabl_ed him
The survey was the first attempt· · to review old cash register tapes to
by the State Liquor Commission find specific liquor brands
to understand consumer needs,
purchased by the customer. The _
complaints and attitudes. It asked
stores, according to Schlobohm,
store patrons questions about
have twelve different purchase
liquor preference, prices, store
categories ~nd the shelves are lined ·
.
hours and personnel.
with 1600 line items.
The marketing professor
The customer's _purchase .
thought - the survey was unique
transaction will then be associated
because it looked at purchase
with responses on · the questionbehavior rather than p_µrchase
naire.
·
intentions.
· This cross tabulation wilt' show us
· "Visits to the liquor store are
the top 50-75 brands, whether they
purposeful. There is no wasted
be Gallo wine or Four Roses
time or leisurely strolling like that
LIQUOR, page eight found in shopping malls," he said.

., '., ":' ··~ ' -.
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Area III residents plan educational programs
By J_eff'rey Tyler
More than I00 students from all
the dormitories of ~frea III
gathered in Hubbard Hall Tuesday
night for a "town meeting" to form
committees to decide how to spend
Area Ill's activities fund.
The meeting marked the first
time that UNH students have had a
chance to help decide how the
activiHes fund for their resident
area
be spent.
The program was created by
Area III Coordinator Colleen
Kilcoyne, because she felt that the
students should have more
responsibility. She also set as a
requirement that any activity paid
for by the Area III fund would
have to be educational in some
way. ,

Each of the students that
attended · the meeting could
become part of one of five interest
groups--ecological and outdoor
activities, art and musical
activities, films and photography,
interpersonal and life issues, and
miscellaneous.
Each of groups will be headed by
Kilcoyne 's staff and will present
orooosals for activities to her.
Kilcoyne decided that the
activities should be educational in
some way because last year, _her
first year as Area III coordinator,
the fund was only being used for
parties ,a nd dances.
"Activities," she said, have to
address more than the social aspect
of a person's life."
Kilcoyne spoke briefly to ~he

will

We'll
do with perfectiomany
. · =......· ~..
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.Kilcoyne closed 'the meeting .
with a few brief words and directed i
the students to the refreshment
table for some cider and donuts.
she said afterwards that she felt
"very good" about the meeting
even though only 100 of Area Ill's
1,600 students attended it.

Friday evening
October 24 at 7:00 pm
at the Alumni Center

·~s9 M-'.!"~t::·• -\! -.
illll,
•

The Director of Christensen
Hall, Donna Bourassa, spoke of
how the students in Area III
should "extend their boundaries
and have an area identity." She
strongly approved the rule that
programs should be educational.
Jeb Bates, director of
Williamson Hall and .head of the
films and photography interest
group, spoke a.b out how he had
been in Williamson as a shy
freshman and grew as a person by
"getting involved".
Cindy Garthwaite, the special
interest housing coordinator at the
mini-dorms and head of the
ecological and outdoors activities
interest group, said she was
"excited that the students here (at ,
the meeting) are not just RA 's and

FRED FUNCHES
Director of New England
Navigators will speak

you'dlik~

~I

student~ about her other reason fc>~
havmg the meeting. · ·"There are
only 51 staff members and 1,600
students, some being very naughty,
in Area III," she said. "The staff
are often seen as the scapegoats for
a lot of flak. I want you people to
realize the control you have on
your own lives."
She discussed how sh_e hoped
deciding the activities together
wo1lld unify the dorms in Area III
and introduced each of the hall
directo~s to speak to the students.
Jerry Sorge, director of Babcock
house and head of the arts and
music interest group,.spoke· of how·
even though the graduate students
are a few years older than the other
student, they have "the same
needs."
The Director of Hubbard Hall,
Dennis Moore, stressed that when
deciding on programs the students
shouldn't look for them and
afterwards decide what might be
educational about them, but also
look for programs educational by
nature.
·

•

Don't miss

Gwen Fowler, a resident at
Wil_liamson Hall, said,"I'm really
excited (about the meeting). It's
good for the area."
A resident at Christensen,
Renee Fraser, said, "I think it's
great, seeing people getting
involved."

Ramp,
lift near
complet~
By Greg Flemming
The $7,000 ramp and lift which
will allow wheelchair access to
Huddleston Hall should be
complete in two weeks.
The four full-time and one parttime students in wheelchairs on
cainpus can now eat only at
Philbrook Dining Hall. The wood
ramp and metal lift will allow
students to eat at Huddleston and
see personnel from the Dean of
Students office, who can meet with
physically handicapped students
on the main floor.
Besides meeting Section 504
requirements to make all campuses
accessable to the physically
handicapped, the new lift will serve
as a test for future lifts on campus.
"We want to see how such a lift
will withstand the elements,,; said
Alice Crow-Seidel, Coordinator of
Handicapped Services. If the lift
f_u~ctions well, then others may be
bmlt at older buildings like Conant
Hall where simple ramp
installation would be difficult.
Three residence halls and IO
other puildings are now accessable
by wheelchair.•.

RANDY STONEHILL

Watch for

His music/His message
Wed. Oct. 29 8pm, Granite State Rm.
A New Sound Concert

.T uesday's
· Election

Wed. O~t. 29 8pm
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To help you plan your future ... --can1pus .~alendar-By Einar Sunde
What if you've already grown up
and you still don't know what you
want to be?
Mary Jane Pernaa and Claudia
Goff .may be able to answer that
question and others like it at the
second career workshop in a series
of fiv.e offered throughout . the
semester.
The _purpose of the Career
Workshop series is to introduce
students to the process of career
planning, according to Pernaa,
assistant director of Career
Planning and Placement.
"The workshops are for anyone
who , has a question about his

future," Pernaa said.
The second workshop, entitled
"Doing what you enjoy and getting
p~id for it," will be held Monday,
Oct. 27 in the Grafton room of the
MUB, from 2:10 to 4 pm.
Goff, a graduate assistant in
C~reer Planning and Placement,
said that the workshops are
"definitely all worthwhile."
The first workshop, "Exploring
Career Options," was held Oct. 21,
and was attended by seven
students. Pernaa and Goff directed
the workshop, as they will the
other four.
•
Alison Goodrich, a fourth year
communications major, felt the

Staff llle1nhers
should attend
the weekly critique
on Tuesdays at 12:30
in the MUB's· HanoverR1n.

workshop benefitted ·her.
"It helped me learn what my
skills and.interests are," Goodrich
said, "l'm going to come to the
whole series."
Carol Madeira, a sophomore,
is undeclared.
"I've been undeclared for a year
and I finally decided I had to get it
.together," Madeira said. "I came
to the workshop because I wanted
some input as to what direction I
should take."
The workshop evidently
provided that input.
"It helped me a lot," she said.
Goff felt that seven students, the ·
number present at the first
workshoP., was acceptable.
"Seven is a good number," Goff
said, "although we would like to
see more interest."
Barbara Babkirk, assistant
director of Career Planning and
Placement, coordinated the series.
She is running a series on
Wednesday, with the final workshop slated for Nov. 5.
- Although the workshop·s -are
intended to be run in a series,
Pernaa stressed that each one was
self-containing. "Students should
· come to any one they can," she
said.
The remaining workshops will
all be held from 2: IO to 4 pm., in the
Grafton room of the MUB at the
following times: "Doing what you
enjoy and getting paid for it" Oct.
27; "Making Career/ Life
Decisions" Nov. 3; "Determining
your Marketable Skills" Nov. 10;
"Finding a Job" Nov. 17.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LEO _LESSARDSTATE SENATE.:
On Salary Increase:
Lessard knows that the quality of
education at UNH is directly effected
by the salary level of faculty and staff,
Lessard promises to work and vote for
the proposed 9% increase in faculty
and· staff salaries.

FRIDAY, October ~ -l- ·
MID-SEMESTER: LAST DAY TO DROP FULLSEMESTER COURSES WITHOUT GRADE, OR TO
WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC LIABILITY.
LAST DAY TO CARRY OVER · 20 CREDITS
WITHOUT SURCHARGE.
GOURMET DINNER: A Voyage to Blackbeard's Island.
Sponsored by the Hotel Department. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, $11.50 per person. Cocktails and hors
·
d'oeuvres at 6:30 p.m.; dinner at 7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Private Lightning. Sponsored by MUSO. 8
p.m. Student tickets: $3.75 in advance, $4 at the door; none
students $5.50 and $6.
SATURDAY, October 25
MEN'S RUDBY: vs. UVM, Upper Lacrosse Field, I p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Middlebury, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. .
GOURMET DINNER:/\ Voyage to Blackbeard's Island.
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Sold Out.
MUB PUB: Private Lightning. 8 p.m. See ticket
information above.
SUNDAY, October 26
MEN'S SUB-VARSITY FOOTBALL: vs. Maine, Cowell
Stadium, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The Seventh Seal." Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:-30 p.m. Admission $1 or
MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. 50¢ cover charge.
UNH WIND SYMPHONY & CONCERT CHOIR:
Concert. Stanley Hettinger and Cleveland Howard,
directors. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
MONDAY, October 27
.
THE NEW OLD CINEMA PRESENTS: "An Italian
Straw Hat" and "The Little Match Girl." Room 110,
Murkland, 8 p.m.
TRADITIONAL- JAZZ SERIES: The Magnolia Jazz
Band. A unique and exciting six-piece band from
California. Co-sponsored by MUSO and the Music
Department. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
Admission $2.50 for students; $3.50 for non-students.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: A Bonus Production! Preview
Performan·ce. "Voices," a play about five women by Susan
Griffin. Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller. Hennessy
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission $1.
TUESDAY, October 28
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Aristotle, Barbara
Tovey, Philosophy. Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. UVM, Field House fields, 3 p.m.
LECTURE ON NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES: Dr.
Karlis Osis, American Society for Psychic Research.
Sponsored by TOSNOM. Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 8
p.m. Students, $1; non-students, $2.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: A Bonus Production!
"V vices." Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m. Admission $1.

DONNA MCADAM, FISCAL AGENT
The New Hampshire'(USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi~ .
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located i•n Room LS 1·
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday and Friday 10 AM-2PM. Tuesday and Thursday 122 PM, W_ednesday I 1~2 PM. Academic year subscription: $13.00. Third
class postage paid .at Durham. NH 03824. Advertisers should check their
ads the first day. Tlte New Hampshire wilUn no case be ·respoilsible for
typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement
in which a --· typographfoal· error ·appears, if notified -im.mediately..
POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, ISi MUB;
· UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier
· Publishing Co., Rochester ~JI.
·
. . .
·

THE DRAFT:
success or failure?
October 30, 1980, 8pm
Granite State Room
,B rayton Harris, a former Navy captain,
will speak on the possible re-institution·
of the military draft. .

Admission is FREE
M.U.S.0.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485
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HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: Open and ready to
serve. Personal counseling available on both sexual and
non--sexual issues. Sponsored by Health Services, Hood
House. For information or an appointment, call 8623823 or 862-1987; or, visit the Health Education office in
the basement of Hood House.
HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER: Free counseling,
information, and materials available on alcohol, drugs,
sexuality, nutrition, and other health related topics.
Workshops for residential, commuter, and community
groups. Call 862-1987 or 862-1749, Unive·rsity Health
Services, Hood House.
·
RAPE ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION
PROGRAM: Free counseling, medical and legal
assistance is available 24 hours a day during the academic
year. Educational programs are ~lso provided for
interested campus and community groups. Telephone
862-1530 or 862-1212 for imediate services. Hood House.
NEW HAMPSHIRE FOOD POLICY CONFERENCE: With Cooperative Extension and the New
Hampshire .Counsil of Churches. Students Concerned
About World Hunger are looking for other interested
people to join them. Saturday, October 25, Laconia,
from 10-3:30 p:m. Contact Betsy Fountain at 868-2669.
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF DEADLINE: The fall
deadline for submitting proposals for the Graduate
Student CURF prnject fund is October 31, 1980. Forms
are ayailable in the Research Office, Room 108, Horton
Social Science ·Center Building. Only one copy of the
proposal is required.
ALL ABOUT FOOD: Share your well,-balanced, lowcost, quick, and easy-to-prepare recipes with other
students. Drop off at Comuter/Transfer Center for
inclusion in meal management brochure.
MEN'S GROUP: for discussion on a wide v;uiety of
issues common to all men. Sponsored by Hood House
health Services. Meetings will be held every monday.
Hood House Conference Room, 3:30-5 p.m. for more
information call Kevin 659-6313.
,. .__
COUNSELING CENTER WORKSHOPS
· MEDITATION: One ofa series of informal workshops.
Wednesday, October 29, Counseling and Testing Center,
Schofield House, 7 p.m. You can reserve a space by
calling 862-2090.
ASSERTIVENESS GROUP: Learn the difference
between ~ssertive: non-assertive, and aggressive
communication. Four week series (started October 23)
will meet Thursdays. Counseling and Testing Center,
Schofield House, 3-5 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLUB: Organizational
Meeting. Sponsored by Club Sports. Tuesday, October
28, Memorial Union, Belknap Room, 8 p.m. Practice on
Tuesday and Wednesday 8:30-9:30 p.m. at Swazey Pool,
·Field House. Practice begins November 4. For details or
if not able to attend meeting, call 862-2031.
-SHOTO KAN KARATE (JAPANESE):
Organizational meeting. Sponsored by club .sports.
Tuesday, october 28, memorial Union, Belknap Room, 7
p.m. Pra~ce is Tuesday and Wednesday 7:30-8:30 p.m ..
in Press Room, Field House for interested people. Call
Steve 742-8746 with questions.
IVCF LARGE GROUP FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Tom Brink, IVCF staff, will speak _on the Holiness of
god. Sponsored by IVCF. Friday, October 24, Room
218, McConnell. Other activities;· Book Table Tuesday
and Wednesday 11-2, MUB; daily prayer meetings, 12-1, ·
Room 320, MUB Monday-Friday; Small group Bible
.studies.

'

II

~
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LANGUAGE DELAY: Kathy Alias, Director, Speech
and Hearing, Easter Seals in Manchester. Sponsored by
NSSLHA. ' Tuesday, October 28, Room M122, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 7 p.m. Open meeting.
MORT AR BOARD MEETING: Mandatory, to discuss
Dr. handler's lecture and upcoming events. Monday,
October 27, Room 18, Hamilton smith, 7:30 p.m. If you
cannot attend, contact Bev at 862-2466.
SOLAR ENERGY MEETING: Help promote solar
energy! Sponsored by solar Energy coalition. Tuesday,
October 28.
WHITE MOUNTAIN EXHIBIT SLIKE
PRESENTATION: A promotional slide show for the
white Mountain Exhibit in the galleries. Sponsored by
the NHOC. Monday, October 27, Paul Arts Gallery, 7-9
p.m. There will be a slide show of past trips in an adjacent
room.
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS: A Futuristic role
playing and tactical.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Friday, October 24:
dungeons and Dragons; Saturday, October 25: A
.futuristic role playing and tactical game. both CarrolBelkna p, MUB, 6 p.m.-Closing.
TRIP TO BOSTON: Sponsored by the International
Student Association. Saturday, October 25 and
Saturday, November 1. Sign-up sheet in Babcock House
and International House. (Mini Dorms). cost is $1.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: WeeklY, meetings on
W e d n e s.d a y , S e me s t e r I , 7 : 0 0 - l I p . m . ,
Senate/ Merrimack rooms of the Memorial Union.
OMICRON DELTA EPSILON MEETING:
Sponsored by the Omicron Delta Epsilon every Tuesday
to plan sponsoring of debates and speeches. MUB,
Hillsboro Room, 12:30 p.m.
EMC 20% SALE: All Eastern Mountain Sports catalog
items for its members. Sponsored by NHOC. October 2029. Details, catalogs, order forms, and memberships can
all be picked up at the Outing Club Office, room 129,
MUB.
ACADEMIC
PRE-VET STUDENTS MEETING: With Admissions
officer of Tufts University School of Veterinary
Medicine. Sponsored by Pre-Vet Aqvisers. thursday,
Oct9ber 30, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 1-2 p.m.
PRE-VET STUDENTS MEETING: Discussi~n of
Academic requirements, scheduling, work experience,
etc. Sponsored by Faculty Advisers. Tuesday, October
28, Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
For registration or information on any of the courses
listed below, please call 862-3527.
FORTRAN PLOTTING: October 27 and 29.
,,CANCELLED.
BEGINNING 1022. Two-session course explains the
general purpose program. The student will learn
sufficient commands so as to be able to have information
residing on a data base from which assorted lists may be
prined out. Knowledge of timesharing on the DECIO is
required. Tuesday and Thursday, October 28 and 30,
Stoke Cluster, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
CAREER
FUTURES, CAREER PLANNING: Doing What You
Enjoy and Getting Paid .For It. Monday, October 27,
Memorial Union, Grafton Room, 2:10-4 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP:
Videotape, lecture, and discussion session to help
students prepare for employment interviewing. Monday., ·
October 27 , Library, Forum Room, Noon .

Poulton
continued from page 1

Poulton was the fir:st chancellor
the University System had. The
president of the University served
as head of the University System
unti'l 1974 when the ~tate
legislature passed a law
eliminating the dual role and
creating the chancellor position.
Before coming to UNH,
Poulton was a senior administrator and a former professor at
the University of Maine, and
served as vice president for
research.
He also served as an executive
assistant to former Maine
Governor James Longley for a
year while on a leave of absence
from the University of Maine .
He received his doctorate degree
from Rutgers .University.
Poulton was named chancellor
in 1975 after a search· committee,
chaired by Richard Morse,
chairman of the board of trustees,
recommended him to the boa.rd.

''I have enormous respect and
admiration _for Evelyn Handler
and Barbara Seelye, "Poulton said.
"I had to consider when I was a
candidate 'Is it fair for them?'
Obviously they're n_ot going to get
a new chancellor right away."Poulton said that his most
important job in the .next year will
be developing a new budgetary
strategy with the governor and the
legislature which "will enable us to
obtain a level of state support
without having to have enormous
tuition increases."
"I'm very proud of the fact that
over the last six years, in-state
tuition has gone up only $100,"
Poulton said.
Poulton said he "received
applause" at the Board of Trustees
meeting when he announced his
decision and he said he is happy
with the decision he made.
"I think I made a decision wh'ich
is very professional and ethical,"
Poulton said. "I wouldn't be
totally honest if I told you that I
won't sit around some days and say
'what if?' But everyone does that."

SATURDAY CLASSES
LEARN PROFESSIONAL BARTENDING BEHIND A
REALISTIC BAR, USING ACTUAL TOOLS OF THE TRADE. ·
ALL ASPECTS OF BARTENDING COVERED. CERTIFICATE .
AWARDED. STARTS NOV. 1: CALL OR -WRITE FOR
INFORMATI_QN.

TEL. 659-3718

,-·Evenings

. MASTER BARTENDERS SCHOOL
84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H.

:STUDENTS ·
i

-r.lJ!VN!S.and RA CQUETTBALL.
~ ' - , ~;.:-~ ·.•·: $6~00 p~r hour
walk-on rate
(Not rese"rved)

·

,.

Must present full-time student I.D. · ,
,
may reserve: after .9:30 p.m.
(8 hour ct;zncellation notice requested)

GR~AT BAY RACQUET CENTER~·
RT 108 _Newmarket 659-3151

W®~N®il
<!t f
li 1£ l 9 an
~

]l{

~

1Jj

October

2s

November .

3 · uRGANIZATIONAL MEETING, Grafto~ Rm.
4 MASSAGE WORKSHOP
IO ACGUPUNCTURE WORKSHOP, Grafton Rm.
17 LECTURE ON PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm.

December

2
;
8

LECTURE ON NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES,
Ham. Sm_~th 1,29
·

PSYCHIC FAIR, -Granite State Rni.
CLOSING MEETING, Carroll Rm.
LECTURE ON PK & ALTERED STATES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm.

For place and starting time
of events check The New Hampshire
or come by our ~ffice, Rm. 146
(Common Office) MUB

Areyou
·
taking your ~yes
for granted?
, You are it you haven't had an eye exam in the
past year.
Your eyes can change, just like' the rest of your body,
and it's important to have an annual eye check-up.
It's the only way to check for nearsightedness.
astigmatism, muscle imbalance, coordination, depth perception. focusing ability and color deficiency.
If you need glasses or a new prescription, ask
about Bausch & Lomb soft lenses.
They protect your vision without detracting from
your looks.

Ors. Alie & Menard
Jenkins Court
868-1012 or 742-5719
Not to be worn while sleeping or swi mming _.Ask our
eye care p rotes.sionals for complete. in!ormation

BAUSCH

&LOMB
SOFLENS®
(polymacon)

Contact Lenses

,
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Motel owner versus R·e sidential Life:
continued from page: I
building number l. Resi~ential Life Battcock was to have received a
put in bulbs, so the stairs could be . · check by September 26 covering an
easily seen, before someone got bills.
hurt.
.
Zizos said, "According to the
. In response to the question of lease, we are obligated to pay for
· when things would be cleared up,. damages that result from misuse of
Battock .said, "Nobody . has real facilities other than normal wear
authority, they (Residential Life) and tear."
are so busy passing the buck, they
Also stated in the lease, UNH is
don't want to settle with me.••
responsible for the electricity bill
. Other maintenance proble~_s_ racked up by the students. The
will inevitably occur while $8,800 bill has been paid for in fuH
negotiations are going on. _The by Residential Life.
Residential Life is now asking
newly formed Atlantic Motel
. Community. Council (AMCC) for dated receipts or some
along witl;l Rick Pano, head · documentation . that the allege4
manager, Andrea Staiano and damages have ·been· corr_ected . by
. Steve Baum, building managers Battcock's maintenance men.
will have to handle emergency
"Many of the damages were
situations that arise.
estimated, and we're leary about .
In a 'letter of understanding' going into more detail until they
written · to Battcock by Carol give us a committment," Battcock
Bishoff, head of Residential Life, · said. .

Residential Life is operating the
motels at· a loss, so as to give living
options to students, who otherwise
would have no place to go.
Therefore Residential Life is
concerned about the sum in
question.
The University took out a twoyear lease in- the fall of 1979 to ·
accommodate students who had
no place to live due to the housing
shortage on campus.
These motels consisted of four
buildings, housin~ a total of 130
students, two buildiJ!.g mana_gers .
and a head manager.
This year there are only three .
buildings being occupied by
students-; although the fourth is · ··
still being paid for by Residential .
Life. There are 101 students, two
building managers, and one head
manager.

' The Department of
Ancient and Modern Languages and Literatures
German Section .
· announces a three-week _summer program in West .Berlin
May 25 - June 14, 1981
.

.

THE BERLIN CONNECTION: THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF BERLIN
Flight from Boston-Berlin-,-Boston, field-trips to ·East Berlin, Potsdam, and perhaps
Weimar (East Germany), interviews with leading personalities in West Berlin
government, culture, and industry, tour led by UNH German professor who lived in
Berlin for seven years, two credits, everyth~ng inclusive, cost approx. $_1 ,000. There is a.
. ,possibility of staying and working for the rest of the summer. Space limeted to twentynine students.
FIRST INFORMATlONAL MEETING AND SIGN-UP
- Murkland 9, Monday, _October 27, 7 p.m.

You'll enjoy our .
· class. ·

Old Dover Rd. Newington

Hannon's
16 Thifd St.·Dover
·· &,11c£li1ttff,kifner «R{ffe. _
·• · Hean/ S@afwtc£es
0Jt«lifrSWEs 1111a~«fo«il
.{rl~e 0/Jfllt .i(fi~rctosHtff -aifte .
sefrt'fioltofjmporfer£ "'!lftfom¢ic ..
/Jeef:f (lltf4WHte.
.·
C«s««rrfress .ufo reJUY11fio1tS 1teeaer£

The New Hampshire and WUNH spo11s0r41:.

DEBATE
Dudley v. Keen~n
Thurs. Oct 30
at 6 p.m. in
The Granite State
Room of the MUB
-

,

'.''

•

I

There are Jive members of the Executive Council, a body which
oversees the governor's actions and appointments. Dudley Dudley, the
Democrat, and Larry Keenan, the Republican, offer voters in this
district a stark contrast in styles anti views. Dudley, the liberal
incumbent, and Keenan, the conservative challenger, will debate in the
Granite State Room, Thursday, October 30 at 7 p.m. People in the .
audience will hav'!_a half hour to ask the candidates questions after a _
panel of journalists quesi'ion the candidates. The debate will be
broadcast live over wwyn radi!!_.f91.3 F~). _
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Library discards journals
continued from page 2
valuable journal, particularly in any case. The ·guiding principle
given current events, one of the few
in throwaway decision·s is that the
journals able to get scholarly,
newer editions of journals are
analytical material in print more important than the old."
rapidly."
Certain journals are held
Jack Hull, serials librarian, says, indefinitely: standard classics,
"I don't know why we dropped guarded carefully by the academic
'Iranian Studies'. There were five departments, such as the 'Journal
volumes with missing issues. I of American History' and
guess it just stopped coming." The •American Literature'.
journal, oublished at B!)ston
Hull said the policy's origin was
College, is still listed as pubhshed, made in December 1977 by the
though tne · Amencan Journal of librarian (Doanld Vincent) in
Arabic Studies' ceased publication concert with the staff. The policy
in 1975.
for all magazines and journals is
The philosophy professor said that those covered by microfilm
"even the periodicals staff doesn't are kept five years and then
know the journals are going-- discarded, unless academic
they're tak-en out on carts right departments request ·they be sent
under their noses. The idea of to them."
building archives is foreign to this
David Watters, professor of
library."
·
English and a mem~er of tpe
Hull says.each department has a Senate library committee, says,
liasion representative with the "I think they are now following the
library who is informed when policy scrupulously, though in the
journals - and books are past they have made mistakes. The
"nominated for discard." In library has communication with
addition, computer printouts departments through represent· listing nominees are sent to each atives. I have a fair amount of
department. "If the departments confidence that this is a reasonable
have requested this information, procedure.
they're told," he says.
"It's a situational ethics, but that
"We have a real space problem, they have to rob Peter to pay Paul
but we never throw away a journal is ridiculous. They are
unless it is covered by microfilm. underfunded, but the space
We keep the long runs of journals · problem is real."

We Have Tickets For
Following Concerts
"Foghat-Outlaws" -Noy.l-"Kansas"-Nov.10
"Doobie Bros."-Nov.15- Barry Manilow-Nov.17
Choice Seats For All Shows
Call Ed Mahoney
Portsmouth - 1-431-8080
Bruins-Celtics-Patriots also available

,TONY MCMANUS

large purchases less cumbersome.
John Rouman, professor of
One New Hampshire resident
classics and new chairman of the
asked the Liquor Commission not
Faculty Senate's library committee
to spend excess monies making
stressed the importance of the
unnecessary imprevements to
library and its place on campus. continued from page three
liquor stores.
"Only the professors are more
Other people asked for rest
important. What is a university but
a collection of books and whiskey. We have a gold mine of rooms a sampling area, faster
teachers?" he said.
information," the marketing check~ut, cleaner stores, and mail
order liquor.
"The library should be built up professor said.
Schlobohm said he conducted
as a resource center. Now they ·
"Overall impressions of the 11
check usafe of journals by initialed state liquor stores will be known. the survey because it keeps other
cards. I find this principle Then, individual stores will be forms of taxation out of the state.
distasteful. Frequency of use is not compared to all ethers to find why He also wants New Hampshire to
a criterion for keeping or a particular store stands out," he have the gbest state run liquor
system.
discarding."
said.
Schlobohm doesn't drink
Rouman agrees with Hull that
As an example Schlobohm
older scientific journals are recounted a Saturday afternoon liquor.
sometimes superseded by new experience at the Portsmouth
research. But he protests, "It's not liquor store.
a wise rule for the humanities. · · "The bins are empty, even
The dlder jurnals are generall though they were full that
more valuable than the new.
morning. People are elbow to
"Classics aren't used every day. elbow. It's enought to make you
Thirty years from now a journal pull your hair out," the marketing
may suddenly be .crucial. I want professor said. "Managers want to continued from page three
nothing in classics thrown away know what it takes to accomodate
without PlY approval. I would customers at all times."
rather confiscate them for
Schlobohm thought lower
Ad Hoc is a latin phrase
department use."
prices for liquor in New
Rouman pointed to six shelves Hampshire was just a perception meaning temporary.
The Ad Hoc Committee on
of a leather-bound collection of all · held by the people.
the Roman authors, published in
"They just think prices are Greek Affairs will consist of all
1828.' Originally given to the cheaper. Not many people are Greek senators now in the senate
library, the collection was on the price conscious. The state is ~he as well as Fraternity Council
discard lis.t. Rouman was beneficiary because people thmk President Steve Kramer.
The committee will be chaired
permitted to buy the books, and the prices are lower."
they are now available in hi~ office.
The liquor store questionnaire by Bob Coates.
The Senate committee hopes to
He continued,"There's no 4qu_~t~ also asked people their opinion on
they do need more space in the the use of checks and credit cards work in conjunction with the
Divisional Committee on the
library. Enlargement is not on the , when purchasing liquor.
long-range plan. But nothing
Schlobohm looked down on this Greek System which is being
should be removed. It should be practice. He drew a comparison of formed under the direction of
stored until they can find space."
buying N. H. liquor with eating Director of Student Activities Jeff
Hull said "microfilm doesn't dinner at the Hilltop Steak House O'nore, Coates said.
disappear, nor can it be mutilated on Rte.I.
by razor bla_d es. __ But irate
"No checks or credit cards are
academics ·holler at us. Thev iust allowed there,'' Schlobohm said.
don't like microfilm. They'd "You walk in with cash and receive
rather browse. Our concession is to a lion's share piece ~f meat. By
keep both."
paying cash in N.H.. liquor stores,
Watters dislikes microfilm but you are the beneficiary of lower
said, "I suspect in ten years prices.
Medi~al.
microreels will be obsolete. All will
On longer liquor store ;hours on
be available in computer banks.
Sunday, Schlobohm sai~, "It's an
Dial-a-film. Pay Af You Go!"
emotionally laden question. They
Four-year fully recognized and
"We have 6,500 journal titles to say 'yes sometim~s~ but soi:ne
established Mexican Medical School,
control and maintain, a people become rehg1ous fanatics
with several hundred American
tremendous job. It's not a perfect when asked about later Sunday
students enrolled . Use English
system, but it's a wonderful tr-ad_etextbooks, with First Semester exams
op~nings."
off."
in English . School co01bines quality
For -suggestions on improving
education, small classes, experienced
the liquor stores, one customer
teachers, modern facilities.
asked that liquor stores should be
better · marked for strangers
Universidad Del lSoreste
120 East 41 St., NY, NY 10017
coming from the racetrack.
(212) 594-6589
Another customer wanted
or 232-3784
liquor stores to have a second floor
equipped with an escalator and
moving conveyor belt to make

FOR.

_Liquor -·

Collllllittee

IRE/
School

MUSO FILM SERIES

·STATE SENATE
The New Hampshire of Oct. 17 -carried
two pictures of my oppon~nt, one of them
with my name.
Somebody goofed.
The printer made a mistake.
The real TONY MCMANUS apears
at the right of this ad.

The New Hampshire of Oct.14 carried
a statement by my opponent that I was agains'.
the state employees pay raise and had propose J
an amendment against the raise.

·Directed by Ingmar Bergman

Tnat was· no mistake.
I voted FOR the unrversity employees
AND the state employees pay raise. In fact,
.
my name appears immediately after my opponent's name in the roll call on each vote. My
My amendment was to ADP equal overtime pay provision for the state police.

"Vivid and alive, magnificently made and
acted, glowing pictoral action is interesting
and strong... " New York Times

That statement was a deliberate misrepresentation of my position on an issue of
extreme importance to this university and many people who live in this district.

Sunday Night, October 26
·strafford Room -MUB
$1 or Season's Pass

That should tell you something about my opponent.

TOIY MCMANUS
__

TONY MCMANUS

Dover, Durham, Lee and Madbury.

TONY MCMANUS---

fiscal agent, A. McManus

MVSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

-J.HE ,N~W-.HA'MPSl-:f1RE

FRID~Y.'OCTOBE'R24, 1'980

CARP
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continued from page 3
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SULLIVAN TIRE CO..

i:

Go Wildcats Go! Students
c'mon in and ask about our
UT~!! Gbroukp puFrchase ddiscounkt
ue s, ra· es, ront en . wor .
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Sullivan Tire Co.

i

DURHAM BIKE

~ FALL OVERHAUL SPECIAL

1-

of itself in pamphlets and other
media.
!=_;=:
'=="If they say they know a lot
about CARP, and then they
answer incorrectly, well ... " Blume =·
=
said with a wave of his hand. The
final sections of the survey inquire
where students have received their a
information about CARP, and
7 Central Ave. Dover
whether they think CARP should
be recognized as a student
organization.
i~~~~:!h Ave. Exeter
_I=
The questionnaire was written -=;==~
778-0516 .
by Chuck Cleveland of the Student
=
=
Activities Office, according to i111111111111111DIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIDi
Blume, and revised slightly by
Blume and the University
Research Center.
The survey has been handed out
in five classes so far, reaching over
400 students, with several hundred
·
,.~ · -:-.~ Do Something.
more expected to take it on Friday.
"We're staying completely non~--~ / · ·
~
Good For
partisan on this," said Blume, who
- - f!'f7.J,,
£J. -~,,.· . Your Hair
was chosen to be in charge of the
survey beca_use of his speaker's role
- generally non-voting - in the
Student Senate.
Being a recognized Student ·
Organization allows a group to use
the University's name, facilities ,
and Student Activity Fee money.
That Means
CARP has laid claim to a desk in
the common office on· the bottom .
Healthy Hair
floor of the · MUB. Michael
A Color Henna will do· this for yo.u
Tillman, president of CARP, told ·
The New Hampshire recently that
Reg. s15 Now Only 512 Yfith this ad
CARP has no plans to apply for
Joanne Chamberlin
We ~ow offer•·
SAF money this year.
Vicki DIiion & Chris
mamcures
"We can only get involved in the
issue if they come to us for funds,"
Blume said. "But we wanted to do
something. I myself have had 10
Hours
4 Third St.
people in the dorm come up to me
and ask what's going on, and other
Tues. Thro Sat.
Dover, N.H.
senators have had a lot of .
t~S:30
742-3344
questions too."

=
i·
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Complete Bicycle Overhaul
at lower fall price schedule

· Regular Price: $53.00
Fall Special: $38.00

i=
=

i

Durham bike
·17 Jenkins Court, Durham
868-5634

1·~1%~r-~ Henna

Sat 9-3

THAYER SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

~

Recruiting for Masters and Doctoral Candidates
-in the following areas:

· _\Shine
Body&
Vibrant Cotor ·

.
d.1ca1 engmeenng
\.
.
b10me
· electrical engineering
environmental engineering
solid mechanics and mechanical design
fluid mechanics
metallurgy and materials science
radiophysics and space research
system simulation and policy design
cold regions science and engineering

*

POSITIVE DIRECTIONS

Fellowships and Research Assistantsh.ips available.
Interviews from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m., Thursday,
October 30, 1980, in Huddleston Hall.

IT'S .TONIGHT! ·

PRIVATE LIIHTNINI
THE SOUND OF THE 80's

Friday and Saturday, October 24 and 25
8pm in the .MUB PUB
Tickets still on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
,/

In advance:
Students $3. 75
Non-Students $5.50 ·.

Hours
~
Mon-Fri. 9-5
Thur. 9·~6

At the Door:
Students $4.00
Non-Students $6.00

Friday's performance will be broadcast live on WUNH

BICll·UD Band - THE IQ's

YOU CAN'T MISS THEM
M.U.5.0.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

,
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Editorial
The library is ·not a social resort
One senior Business Administration major
had to change her seat four times during an hour
just tc;> try to aet away from the noise.
.
A senior English major said he had to ask two
groups of students twice to stop talking in their
loud voices. . _ The periodical room, B floor and the Xerox
machine areas are not even feasible places to
study in the Dimond Librruy.
"I go to the librruy when I want to socialize,"
said one student.
"If I want to study I },ave to go to the MUB
now," said a senior Economks major. 'The
library is too much of a loud, social spot" ·

''The librruy is a soap opera," said one male Art
major.
"You hi}ve to tell them to stop talking about
their big weekend plans and their dates," he said.
The problem is definitely one of lack of
consideration.
The student who wants to talk to friends
should go to the vending room o~ to the MUB,
dorms. fraternities or sororities.
The studier should not be forced to sit in the
comer carol behind the stacks where there is no
light
-The librruy is a place to do research and studynot a place to avoid unless you want to socialize.

Dimond Librruy needs to be expandJd for
more seating ands.tack space. But first the J,000
seats for the 10,500 students have to be made
more available to the student who wants to
study.
.
As it is students complain'that ifthey are not at
the library by 8 p.m. they have to sit on the;floor
because there are no seats.
!
Now that the librruy has also changet;l its
janitorial schedule to days instead of nights·. if
the early studier does not meet face-to-face ~!th
a vacuum cleamerurgentlytrying to pick up~ of
the candy wrappers, gum and chips he or she'will
have to listen to student's chatter.
;

~- -

.. NO, MR. GALLEN, NO

ONE'S BEEN ABLE TO
TURtJ UP T;HE $ 33 MILLION
SURPLUS.~. YES s IR
WE:'LL ·KEEP LOOKltvG-/
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~LetterS
Cool - Aid
To the Editor:
Thanks for your editorial in
Tuesday's paper (10/21). Even though
I'm not an editorial reader generally,
I'm glad that one caught my eye.
Last spring I got in the situation of
having no one to listen. I was totally
dissatisfied with life--my job, home life,
social life. A person I knew suggested
Cool-Aid as a place to turn to.
Believe it or not, the girl on the other
end of the phone saved my life.
I'd heard it before-the bit about ,
giving things more time. But I think
what really convinced me to hang in
there and give things another try was
the fact that this stranger, this person
who didn't know me, cared enough
about me to listen. Somebody heard!
There are ple!1tY of other people out

there who neeo someone to listen to
them. Take it from someone who's
been there and back-a call to Cool-Aid
is worth it: There is someone to listen.
Name Wjthheld

Drinking age
To the Editor:
For the first time in over a year I was
•dismayed by something which
appeared on the editorial page of The
New Hampshire. The case in point is
the cartoon which appeared in the
edition of October 21, 1980.
This c,artoon depicted a car driving
wrecklessly with nearly · two . dozen
empty beer · bottles flying from the
windows and a license plate which read
18 & 19. Above thils scenario was the
condescending caption "How can they
say we're not mature enough to drink?"

t
➔

I

I, for one, am fed up with the
establishment telling me I am
immature (which is t~e direct
i~pl~ca~ion I took from the cartoon)
simply because I have not yet lived for
exactly 7305 days. I am also not a
wreckless driver and do not throw large
quantities of empty beer bottles from
car windows.
The most astonishing thing about
that particular cartoon is that it was
run in a student-operated paper. I
would think that a student run paper
wou~d not print a cartoon which is
insulting to the majority of 18 and 19
year old students. Had this appeared in
a conservative state-wide paper I would
have shrugged it off, but to think it
appeared in a student paper is beyond
my comprehension.
The irony is that only three days
before the cartoon ran I received my
Selective Service registration
confirmation letter. It would by

f

,,.

;.
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interesting to know who sets the
standards for my maturity. ls it the
Defense Department? The N.H.
Legislature? A cartoonist? Could
anyone tell me?
Steve Stuempel

CARP
To the Editor:

To the Editor:
What were you trying to prove by
printing the cartoon depicting 18 and
19 year olds as immatute drinkers and
irresponsible drivers? (Oct. 21, issue)
Drinking and driving is a serious
problem for all ages. I think this
cartoon is unfair to blame this problem
on the underaged and not the
irresponsible.
Amy Patenaude

People have believed
the most awful things throughout the
course of history. The. fact that the
earth ~as always been oval in shape and
third in line from the sun, never
deterred the early philosopher's or
authorities from their views that the
earth was the center of the universe and
indeed flat.
The parable of the blincJf9lded men
that touched tlle elephant bnngs to my
mind the most telling analogy. Each
blinded man grabbed or felt a part of
the elephant and then believed he was
able to define· the true reality from his
own experiences. But when the truth

. , .TH~ NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1980

was known, neither man, with his tail
· for rope or an ear for a fan could deny
the existence of the elephant before
them once the blindfolds were taken
off.
It's my position that everyone who
experiences life must decide for
lhcmseives what is of greatest value in
their lives and then pursue it. No one
should decide what another persen
should or shouldn't do, nor should one
try to enforce one's values on another
person. Yet surely, everyone should
be free to pursue their freedom of
speech and religion, with rhe
stipulation that they do not endanger
or bring harm to another person,
family, or country.
In the case of Fletch and Aleka
Chaltas letters to the Editor, I fail to
see where anybody suffered from any
physical harm. The contention that
CARP's ideologies are earth shaking
and upsetting to the people of today,
may one day be appreciated as a
significant indicator of the profound
and complex problems facing man in
trying to understand and love his
brother/ sister.
I would like t extend an open
invitation to the student body to attend
our organizational meeting, Friday
October 24, in the Grafton Room ot the
MUB, 6 p.m. There I will read, "Live
Free or Die," a rebuttal to The New
Hampshire's editorial page, Oct. I0,
1980. I would like to meet anyone
interested in what, why or whatever
Friday night, after the Grafton Rm. at
my apartment, 42-8 Main St. Durham,
upstairs and through the kitchen.
Come as you are and bring a friend for
some good-times socializing.
Michael Tillman
CARP P,resident

the library has been so httered with soft
drink and beer cans, paper and food
remnants that clean-up before
vacuuming has taken several hours,
particularly on Floor 8.
Please do not eat or drink in the
Library outside the Vending Area, and
please use wastepaper baskets. It will
help us to keep from disturbing you
with the noise of vacuum cleaners at the
·busier times of day.
Thank you.
Donald E. Vincent
University Librarian

Nubs
To the Editor:
This letter pertains to Joel Brown's
review of The Nubs at the Mub Pub
this last weekend. Although I enjoyed
the music that The Nubs played and
hadn't seen that much energy and
action generated at the Mub -P ub in my
three years at UNH, I felt Joel Brown's
review scarce and irresponsible.
It would have been nice for Mr.
Brown to state specific reasons why the
band didn't have the positive impact on
him as it did the rest of the crowd. I feel
reporting of this nature to be
detrimental not only to the New
Hampshire and its readers but to
reporting in general.
Stuart Jeffery
Newmarket
(P.S. When I saw The Ramones
doing "three horse tranquilizers too
many" they were great.)

Crew teatn

To the Editor:
As m~ny members of the University
community may now be aware, the
perforrtjance of the UNH Crew Team
has bee~ nothing short of miraculous
this fall. .The men and women on this
To the Editor:
,
valient 1eam have many reasons to be
In thils day and age, especially on
damn proud of their achievements at
campuses around the country, there
the Head of the C:onnecticut and Head
seems to be an obvious population of of the Charles races this week, for they
homosexuals. All one hears i~ "protect
have decisively beaten some of the
gay rights," "give-. the gays a chance," strongest crews in the country, Ivy
and other pro-gay slogans.
Leagu,es included.
Well I say it is about tim~ that we, the
What many folks at the University
normal heterosexual human beings,
may not be aware of is why the crew
have some protection too. I'm tired of team is so unique, both in relation to
reading rude comments and gay
other teams at the University and in
invitations on every bathroom stall
relation to other crews in the world of
around campus.
collegiate rowing. These men and.
It has gotten to the point where gays
women train under difficult conditions
are actually making phone calls in an
year round, battling the elements of ice,
attempt to find sexual partners.
rain, snow, and yes, even hail to perfect
I was disgusted the other night when
their . rowing techniques and develop
the phone rang and I answered with a
the tremendous physical and mental
"hello". The response was a sleazy little stami,na that crew requires.
voice asking, "Hi Fred, are you biCopipared to the many "big gun"
sexual?" At first I thought it was a joke crew ; colleges that they compete
but the guy continued asking rude against, UNH oarsmen and women
questions. If the guilty party would like
recei✓e relatively little funding, and are
to step forward, I would love to smash continually faced with equipment
them in the face and perhaps knoce
probl~ms, etc.
In spite ot these things, however,
little sense into their sick head.
UNH seems to be developing a winning
The point is, instead of supporting
momentum that is building on a yearly
these gays we should restrict them from
interfering in the no;rmal process of basis. Sheer guts, exhausting training,
everyday life. When a person is insane , and total commitment are the things
that '.victories are made of, and the
we put them in mental institutions
medals that the crew has been hauling
because they are destructive to society's
back:to E>urham this fall are worth a
image.
.
thousand times their weight in drive
Well if the gays can't mind their own
business I say we put them in • and determination.
Although victories have never come
institutions also. At least there they
won't have any difficulty finding other easily, the great spirit and love · of
competition that has become UNH's
guys to jump on.
trademark has always been strongly
A disgusted student
evident to anyone who has ever been to
Fred Weston
see the team in competition.
UNH crew people are the easiest to
spot ~t any large regatta. Their cheers
are lhe loudest, their smiles the
quickest, and their sheer love of this
brutal sport the most evident. Anyone
who has ever been a part of this fine
team M'ill tell you the same s~ory. While
To the Editor:
the faces change over the years, these
I would like to take this opportunilty
things remain, passed on from older
to thank Sue Ellen from WUNH radio
for playing a set of songs in memory of crews to newer crews with all the pride
Jack Kerouac last Tuesday. As instilled in them from having rowed for
UNH.
everyone probably knows, t~at day was
Last Sunday the crew went to Boston
the anniversary of the death of
Kerouac--one of the most ·influential to compete in one of the largest
regatatas held anywhere. Oarspeople
writers of the twentieth century.
1
Her selection of songs accurately trom all over the U.S. and Canada
described the life and times of the competed in one of the great athletic
writer, and Sue Ellen should be events of the world. Medals won at this
commended for finding so many tunes race are few. Many races in the
"eights"class have some forty entries,
in ten minutes.
I thank her, and Kerouac would've. and the race itself is a grueling three
mile event that makes even the toughest
Probably Neal Cassidy too.
·
Kim Billings of oarspersons groan in anticipation of
Newmarket the pain.
Every UNH boat in the race did an
·exceptional job. Strong races were
rowed by all. My congratulations g9
out to all the UNH oarspeople, and
expecially to Liz, Neil, and Panama,
To the Editor:
who })ave all done such an exceptional
The University library needs your
job this fall.
help desperately!
·
There is one boat I wish to address in
Our custodial staff has recently been . particular however. On Sunday, the
changed from the night stiift to days.
UNH heavyweight men's eight, entered
This will save a great deal of money in
in the· "club eight" class, achieved the
lighting costs, but does cause some
ultimate. They won the gold. First out
temporary disturbance because of
of forty. As if that weren't enough, they
vacuuming. Ordinarily this can be
destroyed the course record, formerly
acco':Ilplished by abou! 9 a.m. Lately
he'd by the U.S. Navl!,l ~cademy. On

Hornosexllals

a

Kerouac

Library

behalf of all UN H alumnae
oarspersons from the past and all who
are yet to come, you have our greatest
admiration and appreciation. You're .
huge.
Bruce S. Deming and Che ·

Reagan
To the Editor:
In response to the October 17th
·Letter to the Editor which drew a false
comparison between: the dialogue of
the TV show, "Centtnnial," a nd th e
words of Ronald Reagan, I wish to
respond and set straight the
misinformed and misguided author.
Mr. Teschek, the . writer, charged
that because Ronald Reagan believes
that this country is a nation which
bases its freedom and values upon a
common God, he cannot deal
effectively in foreign relations.
Evidently, Mr. Teschek would have us
believe that our ancestors and some of
our greatest statesmen, _such as Thomas
Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Abraham
Lincoln, were "wan:nongers" and
"arrogant" because they professed
a belief in this nation :and God. The
very fiber and foundation of our
country as written in the constitution
affirms that we are a .. nation under
God."
Are we to call our greatest
Americans and patriots "arrogant"
because they looked to God for
guidance and sought to build a nation
based upon principles fundamental to
all Juddo-Christians? I believe a
majority of Americans would answer
with an overwhelming no . .
The simple principles which Ronald
Reagan believes are the ones that
America has been built upon and
guided by. Only in the past decade,
most notably during the presidency of
Jimmy Carter, have we and our leaders
begun to _lose sight _(!f them. Ronald
Reagan wants a return, a conservation,
of such indigenous values as family,
work, neighborhood, peace and .
freedoin---none of which are a
prerequisite for war and arrogance in
foreign policy. It is unfortunate that
Mr. Teschek seems to think these
values are outdated and worn.
It is sad that so many, including Mr.
Teschek, have been led to believe that
the presidency of Ronald Reagan
would prompt a war. Nothing could be
more wrong. Ronald Reagan's foreign
policy is based upon the sole desire for
peace, security, and freedom.
Governor Reagan stated this most
clearly when he said:
·
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The Carter administration lives in
a world of make believe .... we are
given weakness when we need
strength; vacillation when the
times demand firmness .... of all the
objectives we (the Reagan
adminstration) seek, first and
foremost is the establishment of
lasting world peace.
As November 4th nears, let us not be
misled by the ravings of a desperate
incumbent or by the words of' the
misinformed. Let us honestly look at
1 the situation that this nation is in
i today, uncertain and fearful, and let us
h h
d
h h
·
I see t e ope an trut t at awaits us
1
• with Ronald Reagan as president. Let
1 us return to the type of leadership upon
· which this nation was built. There can·
be a renewal of values, not outdated
;

and old, only' forgQtten during the
Carter years.
.
A belief in God, no matter the
religion, and in this nation can only
restore faith and confidence in our
allies and in other nations. This
confidence will also convey strength
and decisiveness, so obviously lacking
in recent
years, to the Communist bloc..
.
We cannot afford fo~r more :years of
weak and inept leadership under
Jimmy Carter. With Ronald Reagan
this nation has a -chance to redress the
grievous errors of the Carter
administration. With Ronald Reagan,
we have a chance for a new beginning.
Karen McCauley
UNH Students for Reagan
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Arts &: Features
It's all for the birds
By Jackie MacMullan
Out in the woods of Lee, a
Cereopsis bird is beaten by his
wife, a Canadian Goose plays tag
with a ten-year old girl; and the
endangered Hawaiian Goose
struts ab01,1t his pen.
All three are the property of
Walt Sturgeon, and reside at the
James Farm Addition which is less
than five miles from campus.
Sturgeon's backyard, which
looks like a section of a national
park, houses 17 species of over 85
birds. His collection-the largest
group of waterfowl in New
Hampshire--is spread out over
four acres between wire fences,
man-made ponds, and spacious
·wooden cages.
"It's just a hobby. I haven't
figured out any way to make a
living of it," said the nuclear
engineer, who has accumulated
many of his birds under close
federal supervision.
Sturgeon was able to acquire the
delicate four-foot tall Sandhill
Cranes of his collection from the
federal government because they
were species left over from a
research project. He has also
received , various fowl from the
government as part of a salvage
project.

Petron has been the caretaker chance she gets," laughed Petron.
One of the more compatible
for over a year and claims tliat the
birds are relatively safe. couples on James Farm is a pair of
"Periodically they will snip at you, Hopping Swans, Mr. and Mrs.
but only once or twice will you get Hooper. The two are extremely
a bonafide attack by a swan," he ·protective of their young.
"Once I was down near the pond
said.
Whenever Petron opens the where the babies were and the male
pens, the Trumpeter Swans start attacked me and knocked me
hooting and bobbing their long under water with his wings," said
thin necks up and down as if they Petron.
Away from the ponds and in the
were bowing to him. Behind the
swans stands Yipper, who ignores cages are Blue-eared Pheasants
the commotion and remains in the from Asia. Though fairly common
in captivity, the pheasants are in
corner picking at some grain.
Yipper is a Canadian Goose who small numbers in the wild.
"All pheasants are essentially
was raised from a new-born by
Sturgeon's ten-year-old daughter, exotic since none of them are
Jenny, and became "imprinted" on native of our country,"
her. When she is out with the birds, commented Sturgeon. "Many of
Yipper follows behind her and is the brown and white-eared
always ready to be her companion pheasants have become endangered because their habitat was
in a game of tag.
Sturgeon has experimented with in Vietnam and Cambodia and the
some breeding in his collection at defoliance and decline of their
James Farm but has found it to be countryside has lowered their
a difficult task to accomplish in numbers.
In the dry pen adjacent to the
captivity.
"The swans are the hardest," pheasants are the native tame
commented Sturgeon, "because it geese; stiff-necked birds that flap
takes at least five years in captivity their wings and make continuous
before they can breed. It is a noise when people are around.
"They are like watchdogs--they
struggle to keep them alive that
long--that's a big project on its never stop hollering like that,"
observed Petron.
own."
In the time Petron has been on
The ability to breed birds often James Farm, he has not seen any
, " When there is something like
an oil spill, I take the birds in, " determines the cash value of the attempted escapes by the
Sturgeon explained . "I am species. The actual price of the bird waterfowl and has had few
obligated to help them recover and fluctuates from year to year problems in containi~g the birds in ·
the pens and ponds. The wings of
put them back into the wild. If though, according to Sturgeon.
"A few years ago a pair of each bird is clipped so they cannot
the_re is a wing-shot bird then I can
Trumpeter Swans were worth take off and lose their
keep him in my collection."
In order to clear his Trumpeter $3000--but they're not worth that surroundings.
The· lone "fre~ spirit" of the
Swans, large white . birds with now," he said.
Despite the various sizes and group is a wild mallard who flies
black webbed feet that honk like
the instrument they are named for, types of birds on the farm, fighting about the yard and takes noseSturgeon had to turn to the among speciel is rare. In fact, dives into' the ponds.
"He's not really one of ours,"
government again to get a Petron said, fighting within the
species is more common.
explained Petron. "He just hangs
collecting permit.
Some species, such as the around and gets free food."
Emperor Goose, are docile and
The James Farm Addition is not
"You can't do what I'm doing peaceful birds who are content to open to the public, though Petron
without permits," he said. "I sit in their enclosure all day. Others did mention that "someone that
presently have six in operation."
like the Cereopsis, which is a gray called up would get a tour."
The maintenance and feeding of fowl with a bright green beak, have
Sturgeon used to show his
the waterfowl is in the hands of been known to chase anyone in its collection in local fairs, but only
Steve Petron, a graduate student in path ·on the grounds, except the tame geese go on display now.
Wildlife Biology at UNH. He is Petron and Sturgeon.
Sturgeon's backyard was well
reminded of his duties each
represented at the Deerfield Fair
morning at dawn when the birds
"I've seen our male Cereopsis this year as both a tame goose and
begin to squawk for breakfast.
.
back
grown people up against the his mate entered. As a result, yet
.. They've gotten to know me,"
'fence
and hold them at bay," said another happy couple emerged
Petron said. "I can tell by the way
from the James Farm Addition-Petron of the 15-pound bird.
th,-v r~.act to me. They run up to
the male took first place honors
The
male
and
female
Cereo
psis
ill~~! ~~ ~-~d holler a lot when I must be kept in seperate pens and his spouse waddled off with
come out, . mainly because I feed
because "she beats him up every second.
them."

.Lightning strikes the MUB PUB
By Tim Hilchey

.

"In the shade of the awning
No one seems to notice them ...
The Cultists of true fun. "
Paul Van Ness
You may not have noticed
Private Lightning yet, but after
this weekend it will be impossible
for you not to recognize them as
one of the premiere bands of New
England.
Tonight and tomorrow night
Private Lightning will be
appearing in the MUB PUB and
tonight's performance will
broadcast over WUNH, the
student-run radio station in
Durham.
At the center of Private
Lightning's maelstrom is
guitanst/ songwriter Paul Van
Ness.
Van Ness is one of those rare
musicians with a keen sense of
where his music should go and he
usuaJly gets it there.
Much of the credit for
Lightning's success must also be

attributed to the fine cache of . "Physical sp~ed is what I need,"
talent Van Ness has surrounded smgs Sherman m one of two songs
himself with.
from the album that broke through
to AM.
"Song of a Kite" received by far
Adam Sherman, sometimes
moody, sometimes lyrical, the most airplay of any of the
sometimes brash; _sings lead for material from Private Lightning
this energetic and diverse band. yet, as is often the case, it is their
Sherman also wrote "Heartbeat," commercial piece.
one of the best tunes on the album.
On "Heartbeat", Sherman is at
Paul's sister, Patti Van Ness, his most comfortable best, perhaps
plays violin and Eric ·Kaufman because he feels at home with his
own material. Whatever the
adds keyboards.
reason,
it comes off as one of the
Steve Keith and Scott
Woodman form the rhythm band's most compelling tunes,
section, with Keith on bass and insistant as the young lovers it
portrays.
Woodman on drums.
"Sicie of the Angel" is another
powerful love ballad, reaching
from the guts, demanding
attention.
These lines from "Ctdtist of True
Fun" and "Thriller" respectively
are good questions to ask yourself
as you watch the band perform:
"Do you want a sensation?"
"Do you want to have real fun?"
"Will we make a private thriller?"
The answer is "yes" to all of the
album on ·A&M Records, is filled
above.
with excellent material.

Van Ness is also the bands main
lyricist. "I just write about stuff
that's interesting," siad Van Ness
offhandedly, "but I'm not very
prolific."
If Van Ness is not very prolific
then he is usually just about right
on in his choice of subject matter
because Private Lightning's debut

Rebels with -a cause
and a car--Ulmost

I SHOULD'VE KEPT THE CADILLAC. The two lost souls from
UConn; with the torch in the background. (George Newton photo)

beer. After the surprise offinding
no beer, they were surprised aga.in
They had a mission.
when they found out from the store
clerk that UNH was in Durham-Warren Sullivan and L. Scott
Leonard left the University of · not Plymouth.
Connecticut, in Storrs, ConnectTheir next stop was at an IGA,
icut, at five-thirty in the morning. looking for what they did not find
They were headed for Pllmouth, at the state liquor store. As they
New Hampshire, where they were turning in,' they almost
thought they would find UNH.
sideswiped a state trooper in his
·
"The map said UNH was in cruiser.
Plymouth," Sullivan insisted .
At that point, they should've
Representing the Homecoming begun to suspect that things could
Committee from UConn, the two only go downhill from there.
Marketing majors were to pick up :
Things did.
a torch to use in their centennial
They arrived at UNH at ninehomecoming next week.
thirty--four hours after leaving
Don Bli_ss former fire-chief at Connecticut, usually a two-hour
UNH. who is now the firechief at drive.
U Conn, told the UNH had a torch
"We found Jan Smith (from
they could borrow for the event.
Student Activities)," said Sullivan,
There was a slight problem "and she showed us the torch. "He
however. The torch is fifteen feet spread his arms wide, about a
fourth of the .length of the torch.
tall.
Sullivan owns a Renault Le Car "It was huge," he exclaimed.
with a sun-roof. The sun-roof was "There's no way we could put that
standard equipment, therefore,
on my car!"
typically cheap-unable to hold
The torch weighs approximately
much weight. After last Tuesday, three-hundred pounds.
he orobablv wishes it had been an
They had to return to
option he couldn't afford.
Connecticut empty-handed.
-The two students were expecting
"We need to bring back things to
a torch a couple of feet high, prove we were here,"said Sullivan.
something that could be thrown in
He was wearing a Warren Rudman
the back seat.
button on his shirt--upside down. _
They even have a way at getting
Heh-hep.. Little did they know
that UNH doesn't fool around
back at Don Bliss.
"We figure we'll start two fires at
when it comes to torches.
They got up at 4 am. "We had to
the same time," said Sullivan.
break in through a window at a
When they walked out to theu
friend of ours to get directions to
car in the MUB parking lot, they
UNH," Sullivan said. "That took found an additional treat that
·forever, and when we finally got in,
matched their day. A parking

By Kim Billings

he wasn't there."
Not to be defeated so early in
their trip and in the morning, they
· found a New Hampshire map and
decided UNH was in Plymouth.
They stopped at a liquor store in
New ·Ham shire for -a six ck-ef

ticket.

Hopefully, they made it back to
UC_onn without any further
complications.
Maybe we should've sent them
to Plymouth--they might have had

better luck. -
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Riverworks Tavern

Good food comes to Newmarket
By J~C Lameer

"Good stuff, huh?" my waitress
asked, referring to the empty plate
in front of me. Perhaps for her the
only reason she works at the
Riverworks Tavern is getting some
of the leftovers. She won't get fat,
because the food is too good to be
left on the plate.
I already suspected something
good when I received fruit bread
and butter. The butter came in. a
cup full enough to feed a hundred
Soviet and Cuban cosmonauts on
their ritual meal of bread, butter,
and salt.
It was as if that butter was
whispering, "Kid, if you. want you
~an just walk into the kitchen and
grab everthing you like, but if you
want to see the difference between
eating and tasting, stay put and
watch what's coming!"
So I did.
I ate enough all day. As usual I
was broke and had to drag myself
to the orchard. No tabacco,
caffeine, or greasy american
breakfast with the "New York
Times"; only a gallon of water, all
the apples I could eat, and at the
end of the day, a paycheck. ·
With nobody around but silence
and empty bins, visions of food are

not visions anymore, they become
research. programs.
\
With the sky getting dark, and
vitamin C running around my
brain, I entered the Riverworks
Tavern. Inside, the first thing I
noticed was a blackboard with
today's specials. I ordered the
Swordfish-on-Kabob dish. If I told
you how I liked it, you would eat
this p?..,er, and I'd rather not be
responsible for that.
Someone who does fe~l very
responsible for the quality of his
food, is Chef-Operator of the
Riverworks Tavern, . Kendrik
Robbins.
A graduate from the· Culinairy
Art Institute at Hyde Park,NY,
Kendrik showed me the efforts he
takes to insure that his ingredients
are day-fresh before transforming
them into dishes. He even designed
and built a pumus-heated broiler
to keep the juices in the meats and
vegetables. It is made from lava
stone.
As for his customers, Kendrik
said that when he explored the
Newmarket area he found that
"most would-be guests are either
students, who don't have much to
spend, or factory workers. And the
restaurants that formerly occupied

the building could easily leave
~~t }vith a twenty-dollar b:ll to·
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Kendrik hasn, chosen the easy
way. For instance, his Sunday
Brunch, from llAM until 2PM, is
nric'ed between two and four I
dollars. "And you can choose
from Steak-and-Waffle Benedict,
Crepe Florentine, special soups, · I
and waffle or omelet variations." J
With a big smile he added,
OO
"You'll even get a free glass of
champagne with it!" Kendrik I
U.
•
created an atmosphere that insures I
you his intentions are honest.
•
•
Although the response of students
is not yet what he had in mind, he
already sees familiar faces.
returningk. _ "Espe_cially cill the _
N ewmar et bankers and real
W
estate agents with . their clients.
.
IC e S
0
They
everyday."
· __ _I
To come
complete
my dinner I had· I_..__..., _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _

I St $a
Gen $4 00
I
I
I
_
I
T• k t on S a 1e

coffee with cinnamon, and a
homemade banana-mocha cake.
The bill, including a Chablis,
amounted to a little over eight
dollars. That's about the same
going out twice for a grinder,
chips, and beer. Can you make
choice between the two? If you've
made your choice, the address of
Riverworks Tavern is Main Street
in Newmarket. Reservations are
recommended on the weekends.
Call 659-6U9.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSMIRE

~

MAGNOLIA JAZZ BAND
8 PM MONDAY OCTOBER 27
STRAFFORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
DURHAM, NH
TICKETS $3.50 STUDENTS $2.50
AVAILABLE AT MUB TICKET OFFICE
(862-2290 FOR RESERVATIONS) AND AT THE DOOR.

SPONSORED BY .MUSO AND THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

The best contact
of your life.
Foran
.unforgetable fall.
1

The Riverworks Tavern is a.new gathering place in Newmarket. Formerly, it was the Main Street Cafe ... ·
before that, the Lamprey River Tavern ...and before that ... (J.C. ~m.e.ul
. .

Have you
read the
features

today?
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Donate $1.00 to the
New Hampshire Easter Seal
Society and get a book
of 10-free French Fry
Coupons. (while supply lasts).
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THE FRANKLIN

''Feel Safe'' 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Hjghest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
. No obligation in-office trial.
· Complete eyeglass ahd
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr.I Lewis• E. Palosky,
·
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available

THURS-SAT

DANCE NIGHTS
ROCK ~N ROLL AND NEW WA VE

Nd COVER

SUN-WED

MOVIE NIGHTS
.. Qpen ·to .A ll .
7:30 p.m.. & 10:00 p.m.,

---------------' CLI,P this AD & SA VE

·,, 1., ~' ·.
•'

.

. .

,1

THIS FRIDAY. & SATURDAY: -THE ~UBS-_I· $!.00 off an>: movie
.. Live at THE FRANKLIN. NO COVER
I offer good until Nov. 28

l23 Market Street. in the Historic District
· ' Portsmouth; NH 03801 (603 l 436-1200
Open Mondaythro Saturday 10 AM .
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Parking
cQntinued from page three
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sections of ihe ·proposal to meet
these goals and reintrod1:1ce them," Houpis said.
·
"My biggest goal as chairperson
is to educate the students on the
commit~ee's go!-1is and to get the _
needed -student involvement · so
that the parking situation can be .
better for everyone."
· Houpis' council is working on
several projects including:
Increasing the _hours and
effectiveness of. car-pooling; .
relocating resident ·and commuter
spaces; altering the traffic pattern
on College Road. - .
"Nobody can say I can't find-a .
place to park," Robarge said. ·
_"What they are saying is •1 ca~•t
find a convenient place to park.' t'
"In the three years 1 have been
on the ;committee there has been a
dramatic decrease inthe'number of
cars on campus,•• Robarge said,
"even though the -· number of
permits issued is the same.""
.. A-lot always has spaces now.
This was not true two years ago. I
have seen a distinct change in
attitude on campus towards
carpooling and using · the Kari:Van. This is rriore,· an economic
motivation than any;thing else, due
to the energy crisis-:" . · . .
"YOU can go around campus at
any hour of the day and find a
space," he continued. · ·
1_· -.
"Last year there was little or no
participation frorri the commuter
and resident student representatives. The students having
questions on parking weren't using
their reps, or didn't know about
them."
I
·
·
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Siel
continued from page one
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by Garry Trudeau -.
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with the Supreme Court on June
30, according to a spokeswoman at
that court. but she .said a date for
the appeal would not have been set
until at least mid-November.
The original 16.,point appeal
outlined Goode 's remarks to the
jury concerning reasonable doubt,
expert testimony and the
presumption of innocence.
At the time, Boeckeler claimed
Goode's remarks favored the
state's case. But .Good quickly
dismissed the appeal and sent it to
the high court.
·
Boeckeler said he has made no
plans yet for the new trial. Keefe
expects the trial to be similar to the
first.
Siel is a former Stoke Hall
resident who was a freshman at the
time of his arrest. He was charged
with murdering \\i;oodside, a
reported transient, by striking him
seven times on the head with a beer
mug.
Woodside's body was found on
a trail next to Wildern·ess Trails
Sports Shop off Pettee Brook
Lane in the early morriing hours of ·
November 14.
·
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_B icyclist
continued from page two
in the comfort of people's homes . .
"In Jakarta I stayed with the
poor people. They were the
happiest people I ever met, always
smiling," Kenyon said.
..,
In Yugoslavia, Kenyon stayed
with a few families with whom he
could not speak because of
language difference.
"Language is a barrier but when
you 're hot, dirty and sweaty you
are no real threat to other people.
They seem to take y,o u in," he said.
"Even if nothing more than smiles
or nods are exchanged, you
communicate."
Kenyon learned enough of 12
languages to get by on his travels.
This required a base study period
of about two hours according to
Kenyon.
,
"You take the base and build on
it. You find you begin speaking
and thinking in foreign
la,nguages," he said.
In Delhi, Kenyon had his
passport and money stolen. He
thought all was lost. He went to the
embassy to report the loss and-was
informed that he needed $15 to get
another passport.
Kenyone met an American who
lent him 25 dollars and he got his
passport back. "It's funny but it
seems that somebody watches over
you. You take so many risks and so
· often results cannot be accidental,"
Kenyon said.
To get from country to country
across the seas, Kenyon would
either fly or get on a boat. His
bicycle went with him as luggage
on most transport.
In Australia, Kenyon sailed on a
45 foot yacht with a couple and
their l 0-year old son.
"It was an astounding two weeks
trough the · Coral Sea," Kenyon
said. The · remarkable thing about
the trip according to Kenyon was
that Beth (the wife) was scared of
the sea and stayed' below the deck
for most of the journey.
Kenyon traveled through some
parts of Australia. by train and
biked 1,000 miles and went from
Sydney to the North Island of New
Zealand. He traveled through the
geothermal areas of the North
Island and made his way to the
South Island.
Kenyon spent three months in
New Zealand traveling much of the
time in extremely incliq1ate
weather. At some points, rivers
had washed out roads according to
Kenyon.
.
From there Kenyon flew to Los
Angeles where he biked across the
United States.
On May 26, 1979 Kenyon
started his ride to the East coast.
He stayed on the 1976
bicente.nnial trail across one third__
of the country and then went past
Lake Superior on the way to New
England.
Traveling solo is different than
in a group Kenyon said after the I
I/ 2 hour long slide show was
completed.
"You make the decisions
yourself and reap all of the
rewards. You also find that people
are more willing to take you in if
you are alone," he explained.
"When you are alone, there is no
way to look away from others. You
react and relate to everything,"
said Kenyon, "H's hard but it's
worth it. I'd like to travel for a year
and a half in Africa next."

Leak
continued from page two
"We are going to claim about
$70," said St. Germain, "and I'd
also like to see the rug. cleaned."
One of the workmen who fixed
the leak accidently stepped on
Griswold's glasses. This will be
included in their claim.
•• Aside from the water damage,"
added St. Germain, "My
'roommate would also like to have
his glasses fixed.. "

he foil owing paid _positions
Will be available at
The New ·Hampshire Semester II:
(2) News Editors

Sports Editor

Arts & Features Editor

·C opy Editor ·

Ad Design Assist~nt

Anyone wishing to apply for the above positions
should attend The New Hampshire staff meeting
on Sunday· at 7 p.ni. ·
in Rni. 151 of the MUB~
I

·.,
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"Do·it-~lf"

Copya one-hour cassette
.i n less than 2 minutes.

_

Make a Copy of your Favorite

¢

~~!!~cos~~ t?"ly
Copying Service! Guaranteed perfect monaural
copies, every time. -

What can you copy?
The potential uses for cassette copies. are endless. Here are just a few of the
most common applications: ledures, seminars, language labs, meetings,
college classes, sermons, sales messages, weddings, interviews, talking
letters, family events, relaxations, exe"rcises, word-processing data, and
computer programs.

r•••••••••••••••••••••••.111!1•••~•.■,.•, •111!11

I , _.' This c~upon is redeemable for one ( 1) cassette copy ~f your original cassette for only 99C. I
I Any additional copies of your original cassette are at the prices below. Simply bring your I
, I original. cassette and this coupon with ·you. The copy cassette and the copying service are I
I
I included in one price.
1·
I
Your Original
Regular Price
High-Spee~
I
I
Cassette Length
Per Copy
Copying Time
I
I
30 minute
$2.19
1 minute
I

I

I

=
'I
I

I

I
I
I

60 minute
90 minute
120 minute

$2.89
$3.79
$4.79

no~
rA<"<"CTl"Cl":OPYfNGCENTERS
•
~ , ....
.D ~",;'"'
· Retailer Redemption Procedure: When cashing this coupon,
please circle the copy cassette size and initial it at the time of
purchase. Thefl anytime after the date of this promotion, send
us your coupons for redemption. We will replace each coupon
with a fresh cassette and invoice you at seventy cents ($ .70)
each regardless of cassette size. Send to: 1401-B West River
Road North, Mpls., MN 55411
This Coupon Expires

11/15/80 .

I

2 minutes
3 minutes
4 minutes

I

Available Exe Iusive Iy at: ·'
Town and C-ampus, Inc.

I
II
I

I

56-64 Main Street
8 9661
86 ·
_

I
for,;, 1380

I

---------------------------------~·

assigned him by his future brothers a large scale," Greer said.
to undertake.
Lonick said that sorority life
Krammer said that when he was "teaches you to express your ·
pledging at Sigma Beta he was feelings for others and relate more
asked to wear a pink rabbit outfit · effectively with people."
to class. He refused and was chided
The California exchange
continued from page 3
about it but he was allowed to students both felt th at sororities
are "much more conservative and
"It's a time to go crazy," become a Beta anyway.
Chrys Lonie and Sydney G~eer, traditional than fraternities."
Krammer said of H~ll Week. "It's a.
They said that pledging at their
test to see how far a pledge will go exchange_ stud_ents fron:i San ~1ego
to be a brother."
· State Umvers1ty and sisters m the house was not degrading and that
·
Beta Lambda Chapter of the most of the pledging activities
Krammer said that although •Gamma Phi Beta sorority there, were concucted "in house':.
"The p e op 1e ; that have
there is peer pressure from the agree with Krammer's view of
·
misconceptions of the Greek
brothers, it is up to the individual Greek life.
"It's just a form of friendship on System are those who are
to decide how many of the tasks

Greeks

misinformed," said Lonick.
· "Living and working closely
with people... is a character
building experience a non-Greek
student misses out on," Greer said.
"The parties... are a very small
part of what sorority lift is . all
about," Lonick said." There is so
much more to it than wwhat is
seen.hat is seen
much more to it than what is seen."
Initially Greer didn't want to be
identified with her statements, but
when fellow sister Lonick gave her
anme, Greer consented also.
Krammer said some Greeks at

PICTURE THIS

UNH don't readily admit that they
belong to a fraternity or a sorority
because of the negative feelings
people have about them. .
The Greek Council hopes to
e their image on campus by
becomming more involved in the
community as a whole and by
contributing to it in a positive way,
Krammer said.
As a first step the Council
enlisted ten members from each of
the twelve fraternity and sorority
houses on campus to undertake
their first semesterly campus cleanup.
They started at the WilliamsonKingsbury end of campus and
~nded up on Madbury Road.

-H-a ll ·director

Regisier soon for the second session
of ihe MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL
registration dates - October 27-31
Classes start November 2,1980
Skills? What Skills?
Learn to identify yours at:

MUSO will also hold -sign-µps for
darkroom use.
·Register in Rm~ 148, downstairs in
the MUB.

Determining your Marketable Skills
Wednesday, October 29

2:10-4:00 p.m.
Merrimack Room - MUB

/

. con•inued from ·page -I
thing," said Gibbs resident Russell
.,:Davis. Six hundred students
signed the petitions.
Myers has talked to le_gal
services, who have found confhcts
in the letter of termination. Myers'
lawyer was not able to be reached
for comment. ·
"It's really bad timing," Lush
said. "Shana's been a real
-motivator in the dorm."
Sarah Horton, who wrote up the
petition said, "We are not giving
up." She did not indicate what
their next action would be.
Horton noted that Myers would
not have been fired if she had never
reported the incident at all.
"She's being screwed for being
honest," Horton said.

Career Programs Sponsored by:

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US_

Career Planning & Placement Service ·
Counseling & 'J;esting Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center

M.U.S.0.
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

®

-------------------~----~----_,.,,"'1~ ~
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The Tricks and Treats
of Marketing

J 1£ QI ID i\ Ql l!t lli A 1!l

Monday, October 27,1980
WSBE Room 212

Guest Lecturers Speaking on:

Qlarl §agau,

m
IM

Sales
Marketing Research
Retailing

1- • . r. r.

1-i\
10 1e
\!1:dt\

Industrial Marketing
advertising
Non-Business Marketing;·

ALLDAY

•

Hours:

rtft. 146 1n u b

Tuesday & Thursday
4:00 p.~.-7:00 P·~·

MARKETING DA·Y.1980

To the Alpha in Pokoskt's 612, I'm sure
the man _who makes me laugh, will not
leave me laughing. By the way - are you
paying attention? Timid Fawn.10/24
Springsteen Tickets - Boston Garden. I
have tickets for both Dec. 15th and 16th.
$25.00 and up. Call Mondays. Monday
27th between 6-8 p.m. Jim 4369442.10/24

Typing. 60¢/page DS; $1.00/page SS.
Call Karen nights, weekends at 8689666. __10/24. _ _

PRECISION TYPING- Experienced
secretary in all areas of typing. Fast
and professional results. Choice of
type elements and style. Reasonable
rates. Call Bethany 868-5746.

Skis - Olin Mark II w/Nevada Grand Prix180 cm. $100.00. Boots - Nordica
Comps.-sz. 8 1/2 med. $50.00. Jane 6592592.10/24
1971 VW Squareback for sale. New ·
rubber, starter, battery. Good gas mileage
(25-30), 84,000 orig. miles, runs well,
recent clutch job. $1000 or reasonable
offer. Call Steve (868-9835 or 2-1389) in
room 6A after 9 pm. 10/28
Rickenbacker 12 string electric guitar.
Semi hollow body, versatile stereo wiring.
Red sunburst finish, excellent condition.
A beautiful guitar that looks as good as it
sourds. $350 with hard shell case. Call
Chrrs Hart at 868-9678.10/28
One Montgomery Ward 7 HP, dual stage,
snowblower in excellent condition $150. Contact C. Harris at 862-1420 or
742-2278.10/28
•

'70 Toyota ·corolla - 27 mpg. Almost no
rust. 90,000 miles-$600 or B.O. Also for
sale Sanyo FT1405 Deck w/Pioneer &
Craig speakers. $200 already in car. Call
Andy 868-5954 or 749-1954.10/24
12" Black and White TV. 1 year old. $40.
862-2410.10/24
Franklin Wood or Coal Stove. All cast iron
constr uct i-on . Boot-Grate-Screen
included. $100.00. Call 742-7375 from 5
p.m. Tues. on.10/24
New super unique Durham business for
sale. Evening work. Unlimited expansion
potential, $2,000.00. Call Dover 7426091.10/28
2 Micro Acoustics Pro 2 series speakers,
excellent condition, still under warranty.
For sale for $250 or best offer. Also 3 yr.
old Kenwood 49 watt receiver, good
condition for $175. If interested call
Nancy 742-6341 .10/ 31
Ski set as good as new. K2 160, Solomon
222 Bindings, K2 polls, Heierling boots
size 7½ . Ptice $225. Call Beth 7429377.10/28
Green corduroy CB Cheyenne Parka.
Down filled . New. IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION. Men's size large $95.00.
Call 868- 7020. 10/28
AKC registered Shetland Sheepdogs.
A/K/A . Shelties-mini collies.
Championship lineage. Available Nov. 8.
Deposits taken now. Ann 8622410.10/24
FOR SALE- 1965 Oldsmobile F-85 VS
engine, 4 door, needs some work; good
commuting car. $275. Call Brentwood
(outside of Exeter) 778-1633. 10/24
FOR SALE- 1965 Plymouth Fury. Good
running condition. $500. Call Carol 7429377. Keep trying.10/24
FOR SALE- 1972 Volvo, good condition,
high mileage. Needs some bodywork. Call
_, 2-2.1_~6_, ~6_8__:9700 ask for r~: 15. 10/24 ,
1976 Datson FIO wagon. Front wheel
drive. 42,000 miles. One owner. $2495.
_Call 659-5298 after 6 p.m. 10/29
For ·sale: -1975 Honda C1360. Excellent
condition, low mileage $600 or best offer . .
Also consider trade for enduro bike. Call
868-9859 and ask for Jim .10/28

12/ 12.
-Sick of laundry?! I'll do it for youl 1
week's wash (up to 4 ft. high) done for
$3.00. I'll provide everything, except
change for machine . Ironing also done,
25¢/item. Call 2-1172. Ask for "Ye Olde
_Laundress" rm .101, Sackett House.
A workshop called "Using Interpersonal
Skills" will be offered in Durham, N.H. for
two and one half days starting the
evening of December 12. The program
will end late in the afternoon of December
14. Total tuition for the workshop is $25.
For further descriptive information please
contact Dr. Kenneth Sole, RFD 3-Box 249,
Durham, N.H. 03824, or call 603-65~2669.10/24
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
University Secretarial Associates. IBM
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. Choice of
style, pitch . Spelling, grammar ,
punctuation corrected. 14 years
secretarial / teaching experience. Diana
Schuman 742-4858. 12/ 12
Massage Service- Has typing or studying
left you tight and irritable? Then
rejuvenate yourself with the best Back
and Neck massage in town . Totally
seribus, nothing kinky. $1.25/ 15 minutes
at your residence. Call Kurt 868-5673
MWF 2:30:3:30 p.m ., TR 1-3:30 p.m.
Areas I, II and Creeks only. 10/ 24
Dorison's Snacks-Dorm I ee shirts

made to . order at lowest prices
around . Discount munchies
provided for dowm and private
parties,300 pretzle rods only
$_5.50,Dorito~85~;Sell snacks Sun.Thurs 9 :30-11 :00,, $7.00 per night,
must live in Christensen or
Congreve . Also.I am buying
· refrigerators . Call-Dorison's Snacks
868-1827. 10/ 31
Fast accurate TYPING of your manuscript.
Free pickup and del. $1 .00/ p. (1 )3328450.10/24
TI'uitar & lvlandolin lessons--=-7:xcellent
teacher has openings in Dover & Durham
locations. I've been teaching a long time
and do it well. Ask around . I play in local
·band CAHOOTS. Five dollars - forty
minutes. ALAN _8S.H. 742-8127.10/28 .

Spewmaster Deluxe & Spewmistress Here's to hiking in the rain, "Low Riding"
with the top down, full moons in
McDonalds, and a quickie at Pizza Slut!
'Twas a great weekend, look forward to
· another soon. The Spewmaster.10/24
At The Franklin- Movies seen through
Wed. Open to all- Sun. & Mon! Marx Bros.
Festival, 3 films, Tues. ~ Wed. Dracula 2
shows 7:30 & 10 p.m. Bring this ad for
$1.00 off admission .10/24
WANTED: an apartment for 2nd semester
for 2-3 females preferably the Durham,
Dover area . If have any openings call
Ka~in or Judy, 868-9711 .10/28
Sigma Nu - Hope you enjoyed the cake
Mo11day. We really enjoyed Bid's Night
and Homecoming!! You're all great!! Two
Alpha Chi roommates.10/24
Sigma Nu - We'll never forget the great
time we had Homecoming weekend. You
guys are terrific! Bid's Night was a blast
tool When will we see you again? Soon?
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega.10/24
U.N .H. Waterpolo excluding making
decisions, you guys are THE BEST. Let's
all do it again next Wednesday. Thanks to
Joe, Jim, and Wayne.10/24
Noon hour food deliveries from the .
Durham House of Pizza by Bo's Express
available Monday through Friday from
11 :30 to 12:30, starting October 27,
1980. Bo's Express new evening hours
8:30 to midnight, 7 days a week. 8682499.10/28
New super unique Durham business for
sale. Evening work, unlimited expansion
potential, $2,()()()0°. Call Dover, 7426091. 10/28.
5 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
LEFT! That is if you would like substantial
savings on quality winter clothing and
camping equipment from Eastern
Mountain Sports. You can find this 20%
off sale till Wed., Oct 29 at your favorite
Outing Club in Rm . 129 of the MUB.
Details, catalogs, and order forms
available for those interested. Buy early
and save .10/ 24
What?? ... You say you forgot to cail us
during our last great UNH crew club worka-thon?? Oh, I see, you just heard we did
such an excellent job on the last one and
now you want a second chance .. .Well, ok.
You've got itlll Just call us: Steve at 7428624 (after 8). We're available to work for
you Oct. 25 & 26.10/24
Chip and Jim - It's so nice to know your
loved by your co-workers.-! also am
looking forward to the remainder of the
semester clJz it's time to seek revenge SO
WATCH OUT. Love your better 1/3Jacki .10/24

Atteniton SKI BUM!! UNH ski trips to .
Stowe, Vt., Lake Placid, N .Y.,
Stratton/ Bromely, Vt., Mt.
MUB Pub Club's 7th Annual Halloween
Washington Valley, N.H. and
Party. Trophies for the funniest, most
Steamboat Colorado over Winter
original and Best Costumes. Runner up
Break. Ranging from $118-$138 it
prizes will also be awar~ed. Thursday
includes 5 days, 5 nights, lodging,
night, October 30th . Accept no
lift tickets, races, · free beer and
substitutes. Come dressed for the
occassion. A Rick Bean Production.10/28
more. Contact Dave B. Holtzman,
Congreve 19, 862-1653, 868-9803.
Do you like to dance? Rock & Roll and New
Deposits are due by November 6,
Wave at the Franklin! Thurs., Fri . & Sat.
first come first serve. Also make
nights. No cover! The hottest D.J. in the
reservations for Bermuda _ and
area . K. Fennly.10/24
Florida trips during Spring Break.
11 / 14.
PAT, Happy 21st anniversary of your

Hey, LS.A. people! Going to Boston? Sign
up sheets in Babcock and I-House. Two · Chris - All right, when's our first gourmet
, possible dates--Oct. 25th or Nov. 1st. See
meal? We're psyched you decided to join
you there!! 10/24
us for dinner. One of these weekends
---~we're all going to be here (and not
To: Russell, Rick & Steve, firemen's balls
amorously ·occupied I) We'll do shots of
are filled with memories ...... thanks - a
LOST ON YOUNG DRIVE- Black kitten
Peppermint Schnapps and go nuts.
star gazer.10/24
with white paws. Lost homecoming
Thanks for being such a good roommate
weekend. If found, please call 868-1712 ..
(sorry about the clock!) Got to go abuse ·
Brenda, I'd sing you this in person but you
the cat now-we think we'll make her a
R~ward. _f(!/28
know how I can't carry a tune. So hum
legume again, ok?~- L.ala and Lili.10/ 24
along w ith this personal : Happy birthday
FOUND
~
I
to you, happy birthday to you, happy
_ _ Calculator-Computer. Phone 868birthday dear Brenda, happy birthday to
- 2794.10/24
you .10/24

' $20/ hour for attractive men of all ages to
be photographed for upcoming book. Call
for details. Mellowcrafts Publishing Co.
659-5456. 10/28
MEN! - - WOMEN! JOBS ON -SHIPS!
American. Foreign . No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3 .00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
2049. Port Angelos, Washington 98362.,
OVERSEAS JOBS - :~~Ummer/year
round Europe, S. Amer., Australicj: Asia.
• All Fields $500 - $1200 monthly,
, expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write: IJC Box 52-NH 1. Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625. 10/31. ·

Sacket House - "Beware I'm still
watching you." Signed The Elephant.
4

SB and PL - DD and ESAD and STSO and
· so on and so on as only you guys could
imagine - ZZ.10/24

Jacki, Peg, Meg, Roxanne, Kathy: It's
been a rough semester, and an especially
rough week but you guys have been great.
I think it's the singing.that makes me feel
so much better! 10/24 ·

Keg Party at 26 Young Drive, Friday night,
October 24th . Donations will betaken. All
welcome.10/ 24
Halloween Party - The 7th Annual MUB
Pub Club Halloween Party. Costume
Contest. Trophies, LP's and other prizes.
A surprise for all who show up in
costume . Thursday night, October 30th.
Bring a note from your Mummy. A Rick
Bean Production .10/28
·
Dave, Dave, Dave, & Carl- get ready to
punk, bump, boogie down and booze it up
tomorrow night.' You have to see it all!
Where else but at Phi Mu? Love Deb, Dale,
Louise, & Karen .10/ 24
Do your plants need intensive care? Don't
· know what will survive inyourtlarkroom?
Want some personal care for your office
plants? I make house calls! Call Janet 21-.640 or 1868•9t?46. 10/2S • , • · •
Any students. interested in' serving on the
Commuter /Transfer Center Advisory
Council please see LAURA NAGY in the
Senate Office, room 130 of the
MUB.10/28

S-P-E-N-N-Y you are just too cool,
but I love ya, now get outta hereBanana. 10/24

Kathy - Get psyched for the week-end!
What better way to spend a week-end
than in the ar!'Tlpit of America? Hope the
horses make it all worthwhile. Practice up
your ragtime and Springste~n. Glad to see
you're feeling better.--je suis triste quand
ma compaine est triste. - La kleps.10/24

Diane : We'll all hang in there and mike it
through this semester, at least, (yes, even
me). Maybe we can all cut a record
someday I 10/24.
Mr. Project - This is official public notice
that you are anything but boring. AND
stop practicing PING_PONGl10/24

Sister Sandy and Sister Laurie, I say we
bag Yugoslavia and just look forward for
Halloween weekend at U.M .O. How about
it? HAPPY HALLOWEEN! (Early) Love,
Sister Diane.10/24

Hey Joe, the girls from 4 Main Street want
to get you good in "98". What do you say?
CAUTION: Do not leave wallets or packs
unattended in the Library. -

Lead Vocalist Wanted : for area
progressive rock band. Must be reliable
and versatile. We plan to do songs by such
artists as Yes and Genesis as well as
usual .cover material. Call Cris Hart at
868-9678, or stop by WUNH
weeknights.10/ ?8

1o those wonderful 8 "meathooks" of the
club eight boat. Thanks you guys for the
best 16:01 :.1 minutes of my life I You
were right F~eddie - it was better than you
know what! Affectionately, yow
cox.10/24
To my secret friend who left a note o_n my
Pinto: fair enough, I had a nice weekend.
_But who the hell are you? B.D.

To 36 Young Drive: One ... Two ... Three ...
Ahhhhhhlll Or as the neighbors prefer
Ahh BOOGIEl10/24
Where is LAURA HAYES?? I miss HER and
I LOVE her so much! LOVE and KISSES
J.G .10/24
Attention all mortar board members:
Don't forget the meeting Oct. 27 at 7:30 in
room 18 of Hamilton Smith.10/24
Laura Hayes where are you? I miss
splashing around with you! Joe H.10/24
Bingo- Sorry about last weekend but it
was Humo's fault not mine.Johnny.10/24

BABCOCK residents: Area Ill wants
YOU at the TOWN MEETING, to be
held Oct. 21, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m . in the
Hubbard Rec Room. See you there!
10/24.
What's your favorite album/group?
I'll paint anything (almost anything)
_ on your jacket, pillow, wall, refridge,
etc. Be creative! Call Selena at 8685247. Reasonable rates and quality
work. 10/28.

The funniest, the most original, and the
Best Halloween costumes will win
trophies at the MUB Pub Club's Annual
Halloween Party. Durham's oldest and
Best Halloween get together w ill be
Thursday night, October 30th . Rur:iner up
prizes plus a surprise for all in costume.
Be there or be square. A Rick Bean
Production , 10/ 28
Hey baby whale-what do you do when you
have a midt. on Monday? Make sure you
have a date at Scorps for 3pm. (not as
good as the original, but I'm not a
Canuckl) Get totally wasted; this time I'll
be there to ride back in the truck! P.S.Happy B-Day pall-Momma Whale.10/24
Dear Sue, Liz, Mary, Jeb, Scott, Denise,
Charles, Sharon, Tom, and Tracey!
Thanks- for making my 21st one that I'll
never forget! Oh ... the memories! You -all
are great - I couldn't ask for better friends!
Love always, Me.10/24

Pledges of Sigma Nu- Get psyched for a
. great retreat. Good times to be had by all!
D & S.10/24

-. To HUBBARD Hes1Clents! Want to :
h,ave a hand in the planning and/or 1
· carrying out of activities in Area Ill? '
Then come to the TOWN MEETING
Oct. 21 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the
_
Hubbard Rec Room! 10/24.
Virgin wanted for human sacrifice. Must ·
be female, - passive, and over , 20.
Ceremonial robes will be provided. In the
event of great response interviews will be
held. Call 862-2427 and ask for the
Mikes.
Lala-I hope you found this one by yourself
this timel Ma cher, n'oubliez jamais, je
t'aime beaucoupll Don 't let the school ,
work get you down, remember, as a good ;,
friend of ours once said : "I'm not here on
business, I'm only hereforfunl" and Lala ,
you're the onel-ton amie L.

NEED RIDE TO D.C. AREA--Anyone going .
to Washing\on, D.C., either Friday, Nov. 7
or Thursday Nov. 6 please contact Laura
or Rachel at 868-1421.10/2'4
Jeb, What is your favorite sexual fantasy?
Do insects really turn you on?l10/24
·
Would you like to win $5,000; $10,000;
$25,000; $50,000? If you have number(s)
3, 6, 7 or 12 from the Burger King
"Burgers and Big Bucks Game", call Phil
at 2-1582 or 868-9827. 10/27

reincarnation. Wish you Jaclyn, Kate, and
Farrah in a King Size waterbed; pot in
every chicken, and your name in all the
history books. From the old man and the
child across the avenue.10/ 24

1963 VW Chassis, needs parts & work.
$150 or best offer. Call 868-7049. Ask for
Bill Jr.10/24

Handyman- Person neededtoaccomplish
minor household repairs . Musl be
knowledgeable in carpentry, painting,
,; electrical and plumbing . Flexible hours
arranged. Free Dover apartment may be
possible in future . Must have own
transportation. Call 749-4208 1-4· p.m.
Monday thru Friday. 10/ 28

Ker- Thanks for the 3:00 a.m. rap
sessions, oreos, and the mega therapy.
Thanks especially for being such a good
friend. If you know what I mean. What?
You heard me. Don't you know better to
stay out of the rain? Hey mik- March 16
we'll PEP-si on down to S--Lis.10/24

Room in apartment for rent. One female,
furnished, fine place, $160/month,
including everything. No deposit or lease,
please call Hannah Hall, Davis Court Apts,
Durham. 868-2044. 10/24

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Bridgeport takes turn at blanking hooters, .5-0
By Da~id Elliott
UNH had all its chances early.
The University of Bridgeport but could not convert. But at 40: 10
sent the UNH soccer team down to of the first half the Wissoh-Lopes
its tenth consecutive shutout conbi.natin scored a goal that
defeat with a 5-0 victory here ruined the Wildcats.
Wednesday. Bridgeport's Antonio
Wiss oh, despite ·double
Lopes scored three goals, but the coverage, ran the ball down the left
star of the game was freshman wing and into the ·middle of the
teammate Benedict Wissoh.
field. He blasted a drive from 18
"I got some good passes that yards out that Gaillardetz
_.. anybody could have put in," said managed to knock away to the
Lopes. "Benedict was the key, he right. But Lopes was in the right
set me up a couple of times and he place at the right time to slide the
really got the offense moving rebound past Gaillardetz.
today."
UNH never recovered to play
'rhe Liberian native had a direct quite the same soccer it 'had played
effect in three of the five Purple early in the first half.
Knight goals. The quick footed ·
With the wind at its backs,
freshman was all over the field, Bridgeport came out flying in the
running around double coverage second half and scored three goals
with ease.
in a twenty minute span to run the
"I think he is the best offensive score
to 4-0.I
player.in New England, and one of
At 7:50 of the second half, Lopes .
the best in the nation," said scored a near repeat of his first
goal. Wissoh again ran the ball
· Bridgeport coach Fran Bacon.
"He was excellent," said UNH down the left wing and forced
goalie George Gaillardetz. "He's Qaillardetz to make a _great save.
the kind of guy we don't have; But Lopes, ever the opportunist,
somebody to mix it up and cause kicked home the bouncing
confusion in the offensive zone."
rebound.
The first half was the best half of
Seven and one half minutes
soccer the Wildcats have played later, Bridgeport scored on a nifty
this season, and· the most little direct. kick play. Joel Roy
Bridgeport soccer sensation Benedict Wissoh (3) moves past UNH senior halfback Dave · frustrating.They totally outplayed sprinted in front the UNH
· Douglas. UNHw~sshutoutagain,5-0. (BillHillphoto) . ·
'
·
_
Bridgeport, outshooting the defensive wall as Stig Kjaeroe
visitors 20-5.
lofted a ball over Roy and the wall
UNH took four indirect kicks and into the goal.
from the left side, each time lofting
At twenty two minutes the
the ball over to the right side for fr us tr at ion peaked. With
Scott Reither to head in. The plan . Bridgeport goalie Paul Hirshcauer
out ,of the goal, several UNH
never worked.
"They really took it to us in the players kicked helplessly at the ball
first half, always beating us to the as it bounced around in front of the
ball," said ·Bridgeport goalie Paul net.
Hirshcauer. "But the wind was
A Knight defender managed to
tough and ·the sun was bad down kick the ball over the endline. No
, there. That worked against us."
goalie, four chances, no goal.
"We changed our game plan to
Eight and a half minutes later
the weather," said three goal scorer Bridgeport added insult to injury
Antonio Lopes. "We were hanging _ when Steve Kessler deflected a Bob
around the goal playing all Dombowski kick into the net for
defense."
the final goal.

Morning Line

·Teniiis
"Sue and I have ~njoyed playing .
tog~ther this seaspn and we're
really looking forward to next
year," Crowe added.
UNH coach Joyce Mills waselated with the win as well. "I had
high hopes of winning our last
game of the season but I was
getdng reaiiy ner-vous as ~t came
to the
Wife.
l'tCCUICSS 16 say, 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;______;:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .down
was very
happy
with
the outcome.
" 7)

Karen Frangos and Pat Kiernan.
Playing in an unofficial fourth
seed doubles match, UNH's Sara
Wenigann and Lisa Seiden
demolished Bandana Agrawd and
Linda Stone 6-0, 6-2.
"I felt we had the potential to do
better than our record· shows we
did this season," said Mills, "but I
am anticipating a much better
season next year."

lnJerested in
• men 'S
P faying
ll .f.
basketba J or
UNH? Saturday,
Nov. 1 at
8 : 30 a.m.
Be there!

Holmes was one of the three
singles victors for UNH in the
mat.ch and agreed that the wind
may have played a part in the
outcome.
"The win was really a hazard. It
was hard to be consistent because
of the wind. 1t was difficult to tell
where the ball was going. I guess l
was more used to the wind on our
courts than she (Lorenz) was.
"As far as next year goes, we
really need to be more organized in
practices," said the junior coWanna Dance?
captair.i. "We all should work hard
on our individual games oyer the
summer so we can be in good:,
physical condition ne;xt fall."
Also netting wins in singles
competit~on for UNH . were fifth
is at t_h e
and sixth seed~,_J3eth Howley and
Cindy Guay. Howley easily
defeated Jane Waterman 6-1,6-2
while Guay came out on top 7-5, 6Newmarket
4 over Northeastern's Beth Heard.
659-6321
"I'm happy that I finished with a
win and I'm looking forward to a a
better season next year," noted Fri.& Sat 8pm-1am.
Guay, in only her fourth match of
Nostalgia
the season.
·celeste Beliveau, UNH's
Rock'nRoll
number two player, was defeated
by Heidi Bertram 6-2, 6-2 joining
third and fourth seeds Kelly Torr
JI
and Hilary Branch as they were
with
both defeated 5-7, 1-6 and 3-6, 2-6
Anne Williams &
respectively.
In doubles competition,i
Bonnie Westley
Northeastern's Joan Grasso and'
Sue Coleman blasted UNH senio"rs
. ·
Kim and Lee Bosse 6-0, 6-2.
Grieg Westley's
In the number two slot for
UNH, Lee Robinson and Winnie
Curey
Gutmann coasted to their ninth
win against two losses, as they ..__ _
,,_ _ _ _._ _D_.__..
claimed a 6-1,3-6, 6-1 victory over

.-------------IIIIJJ
THE nancv
OAIRICK BAID

STONE CHURCH

sunda11 HOOi 7-12

Singer ~atalie Cple, shown with her son Robbie, is asking smokers
to join her and give up cigarettes for just 24 hours on Thursda~,
November 20. Ms. Cole is the Cha-irman of the' American Cancer
Society's 1980 Great American Smokeout.

Dlnna.r: 7-9pm
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The uphill battle that will last a life,tin1:e
By Catherine Plourde
'
The long hard climb that brought Cathy Hodgdon to
captain of this years women's cross country team has
been an uphill battle from the day she decided to do
something about the non-existent girls' cross cou!}try
team at Bishop Brady High School in Concord, N.H.
With the help of running companion Beth Clark, who
captained UNH last year, and under the instruction of
her coach Walt Chadwick, Hodgdon made girls' crosscountry a reality at Bishop Brady High.
"I grew up with five brot· .:rs, so football was more ;my
thing," she said, brown e) -parkling with mischief. "I
played basketball and softball in high scho~l. . .
"It wasn't really in my character to run md1v1dually
before that. But I learned to set goals for myself. I wanted
to be running, for me."
.
Today, the 5 ½, 95 pound Hodgdon is in her fmal I
year of cross-country competition at UNH.
"I ~eally feel bad that this is my last year," said
Hodgdon. "Since my freshman year, physically I've
gotten a lot stronger through swimming, lifting and
putting on a little weight.
"I've worked on my mental attitude too. And it's only
now that all my potential is beginning to develop. I'm just
now beginning to have more confidence in my ability and
now it's my last season here."
Last year Hodgdon was consistently the number two
runner for the Wildcats, falling right in behind Beth
Clark. This season she's been coming up third, as the new
blood of sophomore transfer Chris Bergeron and
freshman T-Ci Wilson share first and second place.
As third woman on the totem pole, Hodgdon feels she
does not qualify as a "superstar" and admits the fact.
"I don't have raw talent. I have to really work for what
I accomplish, but I can't let it get out of hand. I wouldn't
want running to rule my life. There are so many things
that ;must be kept in persp_ective ··
Hodgdon has not been denied her share of victories on
or off the race course however. She attended the
University of Vermont for her freshman year and
transferred to UNH the following year to pursue a major
in geography. Her avid interest in the field has led her all .
over the country and has heightened her desire to travel.
"I love adventure," she said. "I like taxing myself
physically and mentally and I get stimulated by changing

Cathy Hodgdon (77) ieads the pack. (Jackie Horne photo)

Volleyballers extend streak to 10

around and co·mparing. things to what I know. I like
learning and seeing new things."
Hodgdon has never run track, but finds road racing
very enjoyable. "There's more to running than just cross
country," slie says, "and I intend to keep competing in
other areas."
She has run a marathon in Plattsbutg, N.Y. on a 90
degree day after a five hour drive.
"We got there seven minutes before the race and there
were no bathroom facilities or anything. I broke four
hours,". she said disgustedly.
She still plans to run more marathons, however, and
"get a decent time."
· After returning from four months in California ( where
she was an exchange student at Chico State) this past
summer, Cathy enjoyed an unusual hill workout.
"In California, you couldn't get a hill workout if you
tried," she said. Cathy and teammate Mia Arnold
decided to tackle the Mt. Washington Road Race, an
eight mile run, entirely uphill.
They were going to run it unofficially and "just finish,"
but finally decided to register. "An11way," she relates
the story with a tone of disbelief. "I was going up_the
hill and I was just running and people were yelling
·alright! First woman! And I said yeah sure, Terry Kirsch
is up there somewhere.
"But alo~g about the half way point I realized that I
was the first woman. But I was still just trying to make it.
I've never used my stomach muscles so much in my whole
life.
1
"That's where my bicycle training really helped me."
She finished the race, the first of 45 women, with a time of
86:50. "It was such a freak thing. It made my day."
Cathy's been running collegiate cross country for four
years now,"said UNH coach Nancy Krueger. "And she's
been through three coaches in that length of time.
"That's a difficult thing to adapt to, but she's done well
and she's continued to set her goals high and tram on her
own over the summers. That's a motivating thing. She's
built her confidence and her stamina and in being
concerned about herself she's been mentally and
physically prepared to help others."
She's earned a respect from her teammates as both a
friend and a leader. Teammate Sandy Anderson said,
"Cathy shows an interest in us and we can see her concern
in herself for her own performances. Her enthusiasm
never ·dies and it helps keep us going."
The feelings among the team members are mutual. Hodgdon herself is quick to express her pleasure in the
way the team gets along.
"I love the team. It's the best team I've ever been on in
terms of personality, social togetherness and competing.
Everyone gets along and we have a good time together.
The friendships that are being formed now will last a
lifetime."

By Donna Dayton
The University of New
Hampshire women's volleyball
team boosted its winning streak to
10 matches by defeating
Northeastern University and
Salem State College here Tuesday
night.
The 'Cats appeared sluggish at
first after two successful road trips
and a home tournament win over ..
an eight day span, but still
managed to pull out a win over
quick and Pappas quickly found
By Gerry Miles
·Northeastern 15-11,11-15, and 15- '
himself in the back of the pack
If there's one thing to be
3.
after
running a 4:5 _1 first mile. In
remembered and salvaged from
"We're really exhausted from all
the UNH mens cross country comparison his usual first mile
the matches we've had in the last
team's race in the IC4A's race at time in a dual meet is in the range
week," said senior Iris Rauscher.
of 5:05-5:25. "It was very quick,"
Van Corltand Park in New York,
- "Everybody was excited to play,
it's the experience of running in a said Pappas.
but we weren't quite up to par in
big race.
Guy Stearns was the first
our playing," added senior Ellen
"We never ran-in a meet that big Wildcat across the line followed by
Grant.
before," said Philo Pappas who Kevin Haddock almost 45 seconds
H uskie spiker Alison Brigler
had his best finish (fourth man for later. Dick Robinson, Pappas and
intimidated the 'Cats defense with
UNH) in a meet as a Wildcat with a Tim Reever finished the UNH
her hard hitting, off-speed slams
scoring under the 27 minute timetime of 26:45.
set up by senior Kathy Malone.
"We've run dual meets all year bracket.
UNH tried to combat Bigler'!
George Junior was the last
long and then suddenly there's 160
spikes with double blockin!
or more people all set to run. It was Wildcat to finish while UNH was
especially from the combination 01
also hurt by Dean Kimball who
a big shock," he said.
5-10 1/ 2. sophomore Lindi
UNH sent its sev·en top runners dropped out of the race for
Martello and 5-10 Rauscher.
and finished 17th out of 22 team unknown reasons having one of his
Northeastern played aggresentries. Needless to say the 'Cats worst races in a while.
sively throughout the match,
Copeland compared Kimball's
weren't very happy with the
divingfor each return and
results, but they aren't all that premature ending to that of a
outhustling UNH in the second
pitcher in baseball.
disappointed either.
game 15-11.
"If a pitcher is having trouble he
"I think we may have been a
· The 'Cats lost complete contro)
little over-confident, thinking can be removed and replaced
at the end of game two letting eas)
maybe of running in the top five . without much damage to the team.
points slip to the floor and bounce
But if a runner is having a bad day,
positions instead of just going out
UN H sophomore Katren Baird sets herself to spike the ball against
out of bounds.
·
you don't realize it until the end
to run and doing well," Pappas
Communication and motivation Northeastern on Tuesday. (Nick Novick photo)
after he's had to go the whole
said.
were the key factors in the loss. The
the win.
UNH showed no mercy as they
distance and run the race. He ,
"But we haven't even peaked yet.
'Cats weren't playing their usual
"We started running our offense maintained its momentum in the We weren't planning on peaking doesn't get a chance to have
talking and moving game.
and controlling our hits," said second game _against the Vikings. for the "IC's", but the New
someone help him out."
"We were a little overconfident," Beardsley.
Senior Lee Cuthbert put Salem . Englands and NCAA Qualifiers in
Had Kimball had a good race,
said freshman Karen Beardsley.
·uNH went on to devastate out of its misery with a seven point mid November.
the UNH score would have been
"We tend to play with our
Salem State with a 15-6, 15-5 service to end the match.
drastically different, according to
"It was the first bad race, now
competition, we got dragged
UNH welcomes a 10 day break we've got it out of the way for the
victory.
·
Stearns. "Dean could have cut
down," explained Rauscher.
The Vikings were unable to before resuming play at the fourth NE's. We definitely can improve,"
more points off the team score."
UNH bounced back in the third
handle the 'Cats hot-handed spikes annual University of Rhode Island he added.
"We'te a fairly inex·perienced
game, building a 10-1 lead against
and struggled to stay in the mat~h Invitational on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1
"I thi-t;ik they were a little
team," explaiwed Stearns. "~t (the
the Huskies, before taking the win
by hitting back the Wildcats m in Kingston. A strong showing in awestruck,'' agreed UNH coach
size of tbe r.aee) didn't sm:pnse me
and match.
frequent free balls.
that tourney would be a deciding John <;opeland. "Most of them
as much as it did some of the other
Baird's spikes and Grant's
Spikers Baird, Beardsley and factor in whether UNH earns a had never been in a meet like that
people. But it'll make us more
st ro n g · def e n s.i v e b 1o c k i n g
Martello led UNH on a spiking berth in the EAIA W Division I before."
ready for ~he New Englartd's for
provided · the 'Cats with the
barrage while Salem was content Regional Championship schedulUnlike a dual meet with a slower sure. We'll definitely be ready by
confidence they needed to sustain
to play defense.
ed for Nov.' 21-22.
·
starting first mile, the pace was then."

UNH harriers get
run over by class
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UNH _toys with Provid~nce in prep for UMassew
Wildcats (9-0-2) at UMass ( 13-0)

UNH sophom«?re righ~ wing Joan McWilliams is on the fly in UNH'~ 4-1 win over Providence here
yesterday. (N1ckNov1ckplioto)
.
.

Netwomen close out with 5-4 win
By Sue Valenza
The UNH women's tennis team
ended its 4-7 season here yesterday
savoring a 5-4 win over
Northeastern.
UNH n.i.rnbei- one singles player
Lori Holmes faced a strong
Melissa Lorena, while the number
three doubles team of sophomore
Patti Crowe and junior Susan
Hannas took on Kris Breslin and ·

Kammy Merriman in the two
longest running matches of the
day.
UNH needed both matches to
claim a victory over Northeastern,
which entered the match wiili a
respectable 6-3 record.
It was Holmes who finished first
with a much needed 7-6, 6-3
victory while Crowe and Hannas
battled th1eir opponents in the third

set after opening with 6-7, 6-4 sets.
With Crowe 's clean serves and
Hannas's strong returns, they
turned up 6-1 winners in the final
set to give UNH the deciding
match.
_"Undtr t~e conditions (strong
wmd), Patti and I really hung in
there. WE were both really happy
with the win," said Hannas.

By Bill Nader
Yesterday · was an ordinary sideline and centered the ball in
afternoon in a season of University front of the net.
After a brief hacking by both
of New Hampshire field hockey.
The Wildcats methodically teams, UNH junior Cathy
defeated Providence College 4-1, Sauchuk collected the ball at the
and exhibited complete control in top of the circle and beat Van
upping their unbeaten record to 9- Schelt with a shot that had enough
energy to slip through.
·
0-2.
Van Schelt compensated for her
Tomorrow will be an
unordinary afternoon ··because lapse when she charged from her
UNH, ranked eighth in the nation; net to cut down the angle on Janet
will travel to Amherst in an Greene, and sprawled on the
attempt to climb the poll with a · ground with a big save. Minutes
.victory against number two later, Van Schelt rejected a Joan
McWilliams' shot from in close.
University of Massachusetts.
Trailing 2-0, Providence cut the
"I think we can beat anybody
right now," replied UNH coach UNH lead in half when Friar
Jean Rilling when asked if UNH captain Linda Wage dribbled a
shot past UNH goalie Robin
could knock off the Minutemen.
UNH senior Gaby Haroules Balducci.
"It wasn't a good goal," said
converted on a pass from freshman
Janet Greene on a long penalty Rilling. "It was a goalkeeper's
corner (an inbounds pass from the error. There was no pace on the
side of the Providence net) to put ball at all."
McWilliams got the score back
the home team ahead 1-0, 15:00
with ten minutes left in the game
into the first half.
The Wildcats set the tempo of Gaby Haroules set Mc Williams up
the game early, hammering away in . close, and the sophomore
at Providence goalie Judy Van scored her first goal ot ner career.
"I just started playing forward
Schelt from whistle to.whistle. But.
more often than not, UNH missed· (right back)," said McWilliams,
the nail and hit the finger during who formerly played halfback and
link. "I prefer right wing but 111
the first half of play.
play wherever the team needs me."
Freshman .Janet Greene
Greene, after being frustrated all
misfired in her attempt to hit a
centering pass on the move, and day long, closed out the game's
drove it wide. Later in the half, she scoring with five minutes left to
fanned on a good opportunity play.
"We dominated most of the
· from the left of Van Schelt.
, Fellow freshman, Lorraine game," said Sauchuck. "We're
Leary, was also frustrated twice going into the UMass game pretty
. when she streaked through the strong and we have a good chance
Friar defense in the final 30 of getting them."
Senior tri-captain Cheryl
· seconds of the half, but could not
polish off her rush. She was Murtagh missed the game because
stopped again seconds later when of tonsillitis. "It's been getting
she failed to connect on a centering worse," she said. "I stayed out
today, but I'll be alright for
pass.
"I was very disappointed at Saturday."
Asked if she would have played
halftime," said Rilling. "So I gave
'em a little hell along with the good if it was UMass instead of
Providence, she said, "Yes, I would
things they were doing."
UNH responded five minutes have played."
Gaby Haroules will miss
into the second half when
sophomore right wing Joan tomorrow's game because of
McWilliams used some slick GMAT's (a graduate aptitude
stickhandling to race down the test).

Hapless Huskies host· 'Cats
UNH winning streak at 3 ·
·By Larry McGrath
The UNH football team travels
to Brookline, Massachusetts to
take on Northeastern University in
a non-conference game tomorrow.
It will be the first time since
opening day, seven weeks ago, that
the Wildcats have entered a contest
without .a losing record.
UNH evened its record at 3-3
with a 10-6 win over Towson State
last Saturday i11 Maryland. UNH
is now ranked tenth in the Lambert
Cup poll which ranks the top
Division I-AA' and Division II
eastern football squads.
Northeastern enters the game
with a 1-5 record, and is coming off
against a 21-15 loss against
American International College
last Saturday.
Against AIC, outstanding
Northeastern quarterback Allen
Deary accounted for 14 of.the 15
Northeastern points. Showing his
versatility, Deary passed 31 yards
for one touchdown while running
76 yards for the second score.
Deary also passed for a two-pointconversion.
"We have a great deal of respect .
for Deary," UNH head coach Bill ·
Bowes said. "He can really throw
the football. But he's more
dangerous than Meehan (Towson
· State quarterback Ron) because he
can scramble and run around back
·there."
Deary has two o tstanding
receivers to throw to in Bill

LaFroniere and Shawn Brickman:
LaFreniere has 21 receptions Jor .
375 yards and five touchdowns.'.
Brickman has 15 for 187, ~nd ·two
s~ores.
"He (Deary) has a better core of
receivers than Meehan also, Bowes
said. "LaFreniere has speed and
moves. He's a good one. He and
Brickman are both excellent."
The UNH defens~ has
intercepted 15 enemy passes in the ,
last t-hree games, compared to zero
in the first three games (all losses).·
"The last three games we've
stopped the run cold," UNH
defensive backfield. coach Ed
Pinkham said. "The people up
front (linebackers ai:id linemen)
have put the other teams into a
must-pass situation.
"We can do a lot of different
things on second or third and long ..
We've dictated to the oppositiol\
what kind of play they nee(j
because no one's really been able to
run against us."
Northeastern coach Robert
"Bo" Lyons has seen the Wildcats
on film and is impressed witb the
UNH defense.
"We 're very conscious of their 15·
interceptions," Lyons said. "But
Deary has balance. He '11 run it.
down your throat .if you let him.~•.
No one has run it down UNH ..s,
throat this year. The defense has
limited its opponents to only 99.8·
yards per game rushing. That
statistic . _c oupled _~ith their-- new-

found pass defense makes the
Wildcats tough to score upon.
Offensively the Wildcats have to
get their act together. Despite
having Jim Quinn, ranked fifth i'n
'the nation in Division I-AA
rushing, UNH has problems
putting the ball in the end zone.
Quinn's 109 .6 yard per game mark
should ' be improved against the
porous Huskie defense which has
given up 228 rushing yards a game.
Parsons Field has artificial turf,
a playing surface that worries
Bowes. ·
· "Artificial turf always concerns
us," Bowes said. "The last three
times' at Northeastern we've been
behind going into the fourth
quarter.
"It tc3;kes some time to get used to
the playing surface. · We've never
played well there. Northeastern
has always given us trouble."
UNH has a 20-8 lifetime record
against the Huskies, including 7-1
during Bowes's reign. The only loss
was a close 9-7 game in 1972. Last
season the Wildcats prevailed 20-6
in Durham.
However, UNH was 0-2 on
artificial turf last year with both
games one-sided. The Wildcats
lost to Boston University 41-28
and Springfield College 34-14.
The turf shouldn't stop the 'Cats
from continuing their win streak.
The Huskies are young and
incexperienced and will need more
than plastjc grass to beat the
resurging Wildcats.

UNH tailback Jim Quinn will be looking to improve on 'bis 109.6
· yards per game average tomorrow at Northeastern. (Art llJman
photo)

